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PART ONE
Report on Plenary Session Proceedings

1 Welcome b the French Section

Maxime Dufeu, the organizer, and Marc Mouro, President of the
French Section, warmly welcomed the 16th International Council
and extended best wishes for a good meeting.

2. 0 enin of the Council

David Hinkley, Chairperson of the Council, formally opened the
meeting by thanking the French Section for the good organization
and warm hospitality.

He explained that the first session of the plenary had been
extended in order to give more time for discussion of the reports
from the IEC and Secretary General. Questions could be raised on
the reports and responses given; but if items required further
discussion, they would be referred to the relevant working party.

3. A ointment of Credentials Committee

The International Council agreed to appoint as members of the
Credentials Committee the following three participants recommended
by the International Council Preparatory Committee:

Jean—Pierre Gerber (Switzerland)
Sue Ineson (New Zealand)
Santiago Larrain (Chile)

The Credentials Committee, in anticipation of their appointment,
had already met the day before to consider a number of questions
affecting section voting rights. On behalf of the committee, Sue
Ineson presented their report.

The committee had requests from six sections to grant voting
rights by waiving all or part of the requirement to have paid their
annual fee for the previous financial year. The committee based
its decisions on several criteria which were as follows:

— the efforts of the section to meet the assessment;
— the level of AI activities in the section;
— any external factors that may have affected the section's

ability to pay the fee;
— the stage of development within the section;
— the present structure of the section to consist of not

less than two groups and 20 members (Article 8 of the Statute).
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On this basis, and after discussion and explanations by the sections
involved and other interested parties, all six applications were granted.

The Japanese Section proposed that resolution C41 concerning
the terms of office of the treasurer should be discussed in Working
Party D as well as Working Party C. This was agreed.

The Credentials Committee considered an application on behalf
of the Indian Section regarding their entitlement to one additional
vote as the membership of the section exceeded 500. This was
verified by an audited statement of membership and thus the
additional vote was granted.

With these amendments, the agenda and timetable were agreed.

7. A ointment of Returnin Officer and Tellers

The Credentials Committee considered one emergency resolution
from the Indian Section. This was not accepted as such as it could
have been drafted prior to the closing date for resolutions on
1 June.

The International Council agreed to appoint Eric Moxham (Australia)
as Returning Officer and Gisela Blumenfhal (Finland) and Peter
Gregory (Canada) as tellers.

8 A royal of the Re ort of the Meetin of the 15th International
Council 1982 (Al Index: ORG 52/01/82)

4. Roll-call of Participan 


A roll-call of participants was taken and voting cards distributed.
It was noted that there were no participants present from the sections
in Bangladesh,Ecuador, Pakistan and Turkey.

It was noted that an erratum had been issued to the report. With
this correction, the report was approved.

9.a) Re ort of the International Executive Committee to the International
Council

Three new sections were welcomed to the Council: Chile, Hong Kong
and Puerto Rico. A representative from each of the new sections was
invited to address the Council to talk briefly about the activities,
challenges and plans of their section.

5. Ado tion of Standin, Orders

The Proposed Standing Orders for the 16th International Council 1983
(ORG 51/01/83) had been circulated in advance.

The chairperson of the International Executive Committee (IEC),
Suriya Wickremasinghe, introduced the report which had already
been circulated to participants (AI Index: ORG 53/03/83). This
report described the major issues dealt with by the IEC during
the year and what the committee had done in the fields of
planning, development, administration and finance, computerization,
relations with sections, relations with the IS and the working of
the IEC's standing advisory committees. An update was provided
concerning two developments since the circulation of the report.The Swedish Section proposed an amendment to paragraph 7.2, to

add a second sentence as follows: "The chairperson and alternate
chairperson of the Council and members of the Financial Control
Committee shall also participate in the Council." This was seen as
a technical amendment and adopted by consensus.

A further amendment was adopted by consensus, to add the words
"and an alternate member" to line 6 of paragraph 8.1.

With these amendments, the Standing Orders were adopted.

6. A royal of A enda and Timetable

The FRG Section proposed that resolution C35 should be considered in
Working Party B as well as Working Party C. As it included action
planning, it was felt that it should be discussed under B2: Campaigns
and Theme Programs. This was agreed.

The IEC had considered the plans for the Campaign for the
Abolition of Torture and the implications of this for AI's growth.
The problem now was how to harness the increased interest which
the campaign would generate. Linked to this, the IEC had also
discussed the more general question of long range-growth of
the movement. The number of groups and members and supporters had
grown enormously; at the same time, the IS was not able to meet
the demand of the existing groups for case sheets. There was
therefore an urgent need to discuss how work for prisoners could
be adapted to meet this challenge. The IEC will pursue this
discussion in the coming year and a small group of IEC members will
start work immediately after the ICM to prepare for that discussion.

It was proposed that resolutions A71 and A72 concerning relief
be discussed only in Working Party D which had the expertise and time
to consider them. The ICM Preparatory Committee had given primary
responsibility to these resolutions to Working Party A since they
concerned a broader policy matter. It was proposed and agreed that
this item should be discussed in both working parties as originally
envisaged.

The second new issue was the status of the Pakistan Section.
The IEC had reported to the previous Council on the problem of
communication with the section. An IEC member had just visited the
section and a proposal was before the Council, based on an agreement
reached between the section and the IEC, according to which the
Council would be asked to authorize the IEC to close the section if
the situation did not improve within the next six months. This
proposal was referred to Working Party C for d scussion in the
first instance.
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During the past year, the IEC had also expressed appreciation
to the IS. The level of servicing of the movement, and improvements
in the implementation of the action calendar, had been noted.
The IS, in terms of staffing and structure, seemed to have reached
a stable level of consolidation.

Looking to the future, there was a risk of structural problems.
The enormous growth, the increased publicity and contact with
governments present a challenge. There is already a shortage of
cases for groups; the emphasis on development will increase this
problem. At this moment of dynamic growth and change, we should
identify the pillars of AI to be protected: the specific mandate,
Al's imnartiality and independence, the participatory nature of
the movement, the importan(e of training, the need tor plann ing
and clear guidelines.

Re ort on the Im lementation of the Decisions of the 1982 ICM

In the outside world, AI had come under attack from two
governments in the previous week; there were other public attacks
during the year. These attacks highlighted the fact that AI is
controversial, that AI is taken seriously and is under constant
scrutiny. These questions were addressed by the discussion on
AI and Governments within the IEC during the past year. AI's
actions have a remarkable impact on governments and for this reason,
care must be taken to ensure that AT's impartiality and independence
are reflected in everything that is done, at international, national
or local level. Every member becomes an Amnesty International
representative to the government.

The report (Al Index: ORG 53/01/83) was presented without any further
introduction.

Matters Arisin from the Reports

This raises the need for training and retraining. It also
shows the need for clarity about our policies and procedures.
The explanation of the mandate (through leaflets and a new wall
chart) have been given priority by the IEC. This process of
developing clear policy and procedures will strengthen the movement
and increase the potential of the membership.

Questions were invited on the IEC report, the Secretary General's
report and the implementation report. All questions were noted and
then responded to, one by one, by the TEC or the Secretary General.
For the IEC, different IEC members responded to different questions
according to their delegated functions and responsibilities within
the committee. It was agreed that where the response was not
satisfactory, the issue would be referred to the relevant working
party for discussion.

9.b) Re ort of the Secretar General to the International Council

Thomas Hammarberg introduced his report (AI Index: ORG 53/02/83).
He outlined the aims of the past year in four areas: administrative
reforms; policy reviews; maintaining the service; and maintaining
the quality of AI information.

There was general appreciation expressed by several sections
about the quality of the papers presented to the ICM and the
extensive feed—back on implementation provided in the three
reports.

In the area of administrative reforms, the IS had taken on
the massive project of the move to new premises. This move was
used to introduce other administrative changes, such as computerization.
Much time was invested in analysing needs, running pilot projects,
training staff, and finally, the purchase of hardware and software.
A new security system will also be installed in the new building.

The FRG and Dutch Sections raised questions about the
planning and priorities procedures and the failure of the IEC/IS
to implement decision 37 of the 1981 ICM. The IEC replied by
explaining that it itself was critical of the process and would be
discussing possible ways of improving the procedure at its meeting
in November. The sections also asked about the introduction of the
new structure of action planning and the fact that this had been done
without any consultation with sections. It was recognized by the IEC
that sections should have been consulted in advance; the new structure
was being implemented and sections were being asked to comment at this
stage. The Dutch Section asked in particular about the implementation
of decisions 45-48 of the 1982 ICM which relate to the involvement of
sections and the role of international committees and meetings.
The IEC pointed out that increased efforts were being made to implement
this aspect and that the planning of international meetings in the draft
plan reflected this.

In the area of policy reviews, a number of issues had been
covered: AI and Qovernments, relations with other non—governmental
organizations, the publications review, the comprehensive review
of MEC/MSP policy, the development program and a review of land
rights problems (still in progress).

The service had been maintained; the production of case sheets
stayed at the same level although there was a shortage because of
the high number of releases. Other activities -- Urgent Actions,
Regional Action Networks, missions, news releases, submissions to
intergovernmental organizations -- have been carried out at a
high level. At all times, efforts were made to protect
the quality of the information.

The FRG Section criticized the proposal before the ICM from
the IEC on abuses by non—governmental entities; it was felt that
this paper negated all previous ICM decisons on this issue. The
IEC explained that last year's 1CM decision had not been
clear, for example, on whether there should be exceptions on
humanitarian grounds. This ICM was being asked to clarify all these
questions by commenting on the IEC proposal and giving a clear
policy direction.
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The Austrian Section queried the designation in the IEC
nominations of Austria as the country of Wolfgang Heinz. According
to Article 25a) of the Statute, the reference should be to the
section of the candidate which in this case was FRG. It was
clarified by the IEC that this was correct and that Wolfgang Heinz
should be listed for the IEC nominations as FRG and not as Austria.

To respond to the IEC's concern for long-range planning, it
was pointed out by the Dutch Section that the IEC had not implemented
the decision of the 1982 ICM to include long-range planning in the
draft two-year plan to this ICM. Sections would now be unable to have
an input through the ICM to the IEC's discussions. The next two-year
plan should, it was suggested, start off with a long-term view, a
future direction for the organization, "AI in the nineties".

The Australian Section asked about the problems of servicing the
Committee for the Systematic Evaluation of Techniques (SYSTEC)
referred to in the IEC's report, especially in view of the importance
given to the evaluation of techniques by the ICM. The IEC explained
that there had been difficulties of communication between the IS
and the committee, due to the long gap between meetings and the
distance between the members. The IEC would be discussing with
the committee a more satisfactory method of working to enable
the committee to fulfil its task more effectively.

The Senegalese Section requested that ICM papers be translated
to allow input from non-English-speaking delegates. This was
something that could be given more attention in the two-year cycle.
The section also queried the priority that had been given by the IEC/IS
to the MEC/MSP debate during the year, in view of the other important
issues to be tackled (such as development). The IEC explained that the
last ICM had asked that the IEC/IS prepare for the discussion at this
ICM on MEC/MSP. To the question about approaches to opposition groups,
the IEC explained that this referred to the fact that AI missions
talk to members in opposition as well as representatives of
governments. Regarding contacts with Islamic organizations, the
Secretary General referred to the contacts with the World Muslim
Congress.

The Canadian Section asked about the discussion on AI and
Governments and in particular the "second government" aspect.
The IEC reported that a circular would be going out to sections on
this issue before the end of the year.

The Dutch Section, while appreciating the feed-back,expressed
a concern that the information in the reports to the Council did
not always tally with reality. For example, great progress seemed to
have been made in the development program; whereas the regional
meetings received reports of all the problems of development from
the sections themselves. It could also be inferred from the IEC
report that the committee did not feel sufficiently in control of the
IS. In response to these points the IEC explained that it was
conscious of the need to monitor the IS closely and that there had
been many occasions for both criticism and praise of the IS.
Reassurance was offered that the IEC did indeed feel in control. On
the question of development, it was admitted that there were often
gaps between reality and hopes but that there had been encouraging
Progress in the past year.

The Indian Section mentioned the importance that should be
attached to the accountability of governments and the ratification
of the international covenants.

The Australian Section asked about the schedule for the
production of the mandate leaflets. The IEC explained that the first
of the series would be ready before the end of the year, after the
ICM had clarified some of the issues. A wall chart "Is this a case
for Amnesty International?" had already been produced and copies
were available at the ICM.

The British Section raised the question of the Norwegian Fund-
raising event and suggested that Working Party D look at the implications
of such a large influx of funds.

The Dutch Section also questioned the slow implementation of
decision 2 concerning civil disobedience. The IEC response was
that there were so many things requested of the IEC/IS that not
everything could be implemented at once; Priority had been given
• o other issues (such as MEC/MSP and NGEs). However, a first circular
on civil disobedience had just gone to sections to init iate the
discussion.

The Swedish Section expressed appreciation for the implementation
of the 1982 ICM decisions concerning lobbying and MEC/MSP. With
reference to decision 9, there were still complaints about the IS
delays or failure to respond to letters. The Secretary General
replied that the situation had improved and that only six complaints
had been received since April. Any complaints should be sent to
the Head of the Campaign and Membership Department to follow up.

Several sections raised questions about die level of case
sheet production and expressed their concern about the gap between
supply and demand, and the uneven supply during the year. The
Secretary General replied that this, in practice, was a complex issue;
there were increasing demands on researchers; some of the techniques
of repression nowadays could not he met with adoption. Additional
staff was not a real and lasting solution; other forms of long-term
membership techniques must be explored.

The Swedish and Indian Sections raised questions about the
implementation of decision 25 concerning human rights education.
The IEC explained the activities of the IS in this field, at UNESCO
and so on, and that a meeting had been held only in June, together with
the FRG Section Clearing-house, to plan further initiatives.

The Israeli Section asked about the consequences of sections not
complying with decision 41 which requested nominating sections to consult
with the section of the proposed candidate in advance, and whether this
was a binding provision. The IEC replied that it was up to the
Returning Officer to decide how to apply the decision and whether
nominations would be considered invalid if not made in accordance with
the decision.
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The New Zealand Section p,:oposed an amendment to the 1EG
clarification of "national" issued in response to decision 49. The
IEC agreed to look into the points raised.

The overall assessable income of AI, based on the financial
reports received for sections' most recent financial year was
approximately £9,300,000. This represented an increase of 18 per
cent over the previous year, while the IS budget had increased
by only 11.8 per cent. The Treasurer stressed the importance of
sections reporting regularly and of adjusting their own accounting
systems to be able to provide the necessary information so that there
can be a proper evaluation. Over half of the sections had not
reported yet for the previous year.

Clarification was asked of the IS of the implementation of
decision 4 concerning fair trial which had many aspects including a
proposed campaign. The IEC explained the reluctance of the IS to
plan a theme campaign while the whole area of theme campaigning
was being reviewed. The IEC would be discussing the implementation
of this decision (together with decision 5) at its November meeting.

The Belgian Section asked in what way sections would be consulted
in the course of the Publications Review and whether a meeting had
been considered. The Secretary General replied that a questionnaire
had been sent to sections and a second circular was due to go out
soon. No decision about other forms of consultation, such as a
meeting, had yet been taken.

The expenditure has been closely monitored in the IS and by the
IEC, and where there have been problems tighter controls have been
introduced. Computerization will help to improve the monitoring
of expenditure. Computerization of the accounts will also provide
an effective means of introducing program accounting.

The British Section noted that in the implementation of
decision 3 (on children) no mention had been made of the role of
the British Section. It would be useful to have clarification
of the parameters of this "decentralized project". The IEC
explained chat it was an oversight not to have mentioned the
British Section; the IEC had specifically noted their appreciation
of the section's role at their June meeting.

The unexpected excess of income over expenditure provided welcome
funds for financing the new permanent premises for the International
Secretariat. It was therefore not necessary to call on the bank
loan. Some funds may have to be borrowed in the short-term and a
few major sections had been approached about the possibility of their
providing the necessary funds on loan. In connection with the
premises, a note of thanks was made to the Dutch Section for their
generous contribution to the purchase of new premises.

The French Section asked if the internment of dissenters in
mental hospitals would be included in the CAT 1984 and received a
positive response from the Secretary General. The Swiss Section
asked about a meeting of refugee coordinators and was informed that one
was scheduled in the Yearly Action Framework to take place in the last
quarter of 1984.

The Treasurer made reference to a number of points: the
need for long-range planning, improved efficiency without bureaucracy;
the need to broaden Al's financial base to smaller sections in Europe
and elsewhere; the importance of the publications program as an information
tool; and finally, the importance of a strong, visible, effective
relief program.

In conclusion, the Treasurer expressed appreciation to all the
members of the Accounts unit at the International Secretariat for
their competent work over the years.

At the end of the discussion, a number of issues were referred
to working parties: sexual orientation and civil disobedience to
Working Party A; SYSTEC, fair trials and approaches to "second
governments" to Working Party B; international strategy meetings,
procedure for nomination of candidates and decentralization of
projects to Working Party C; and the Norwegian fund-raising event
to Working Party D.

10.a) Presentation of the Financial Re ort b the Treasurer

Dirk Börner introduced his report which had already been circulated
(see AI Index: FIN 03/01/83).

He pointed out that the shortfall in section contributions
for the previous year was less than £1,000; the British Section
had even paid its previous year's assessment as well as this
year's. The contributions to the Program Reserve and Special
Projects Fund were twice the figure budgeted for. The situation
for the current year was less encouraging and only a small proportion
of the budget had been contributed.

Re ort of the Financial Control Committee

Since the report which had been circulated (AI Index: FIN 02101183)
would be discussed in Working Party D, Steve Abrams provided only a
brief introduction. The committee had noted the marked improvement
in record keeping in the IS and an improved consultation between the
IS and sections on financial matters. The IEC had forwarded two
recommendations from the committee to the 1CM as enabling resolutions
-- both of which concerned the equitable functioning of the assessment
system. As indicated in the report, the FCC fully supported the need
for long-range planning.

Matters Arisin from the Re orts

This item was referred to Working Party D
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11.  Presentation of tile Draft Two-Year Plan for 1984 and 1985

Jan Egeland, Vice-chairperson of the IEC, introduced the Draft
Two-Year Plan for 1984 and 1985 (AI Index: POL  05/03/83).  He stressedthe importance of this document, together with the budgets, as a
tool for ensuring the wisest allocation of resources and for enabling

The candidates were then invited, in alphabetical order, to
make a statement of not more than three minutes; those candidates
not present had a statement read on their behalf by one of the
nominating sections. The candidates for the elections were as
follows:

sections to monitor the work of the  movement and to direct priorities.The document before this ICM was one of the best plans ever prepared --althoughit was circulatedlate because oftheshorttime availableforpreparation.In thetwo-year cycle,it willbe possible to producea more comprehensive plan which is closely balanced with the budgets.

The working parties wouldlookin detailatthe substance of theplan and theIEC members could provide any clarifications then.Theplan should however be seen as a whole and linked to the budget;
any decisions with financialimplications would have to bereferredto Working Party D for consideration.

Nominees for Treasurer

its
Georges Le Guevel
Philipp Schaumann

Nominees for IEC

(Seven  vacancies)

Jan Egeland
Whitney Ellsworth

France
FRG

Norway
USA

Nominated b

(US Section)
(Luxembourg Section)

(Danish,Italian & Swedish Sections)
(Swedish Section)




Wolfgang Heinz FRG (Dutch and Swiss Sections)
The plan didnotprovidefor major growth;the three per

Jan Willem den Herder Netherlands (Dutch and Swiss Sections)
centincreasein staffing allowfortherecruitment ofstafffor

Amand d'Hondt Belgium (French Section)
the Middle East development program.But the problem of growth,lack

Edy Kaufman Israel (ChileSection)
of case sheets,and the demand forincreased servicing from the IS

Franca Sciuto Italy (Italian and Spanish Sections)
stillneeded to betackled.

Suriya Wickremasinghe Sri Lanka (Finnish Section)
The plan was notintended as astraightjacket butto give

theIEC and IS a clear framework for the nexttwo years;a clear
direction from the ICM would enable the movement to be more
flexible and effectivein carrying on Al's work.

Nominees for Financial Control

(One vacancy)

Committee(FCC)




12.  Introduction of Candidates Italy
France
FRG

Tommaso Cerasi
Georges Le Guevel
Philipp Schaumann

(Italian Section)
(Norwegian Section)
(Norwegian Section)

Nominees for Alternate Member of the FCC

(One vacancy)

The Returning Officer, Eric Moxham, took the chair for this item
and outlined the procedure for the elections. Nominations for all
vacant positions would close at 1000 hours on Friday 2 September;
ballots would be issued prior to the opening of the plenary on
Saturday 3 September in the entrance hall, on production of votingcards. The election of the Treasurer would take place at 1030 hours;the rest of the elections would be held during the course of Saturday. (Italian Section)

(US and Hong Kong Sections)

Italy
Japan

Tommaso Cerasi
Yutaka Ogita

In response to the queries that had arisen, the Returning Officerclarified that the circular inviting nominations (AI Index: ORG 05/04/83)had clearly stated that sections were requested to consult with thesection of a candidate in advance; no further definition of the
procedure set out in decision 41 was available. With regard to
Wolfgang Heinz, he reiterated the clarification that for the purpose
of the election, he should be listed as "FRG" and not as "Austria".

Nominees for Chair erson of the ICM 1985

Dirk Börner
David Hinkley

FRG
USA

(Japanese Section)
(Belgian, Canadian, French,
Greek Sections)

Nominees for Alternate Chair erson of the ICM 1985It was proposed tht the implementation of decision 41 be
referred to Working Party C for discussion and that the introductionof candidates should be delayed until the working party could provideclarification. The Chairperson agreed to defer the item to WorkingParty C but ruled that any clarification of the procedure would
apply only in future years.

Denmark (Danish Section)
Canada (Canadian and Finnish Sections)
Netherlands (Dutch Section)

Erik Hundewadt
Helen McIntyre
Dick Oosting
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The Council was informed that Opanin Kwadwo Osafo-Buabeng (Ghana)
had withdrawn his candidature for the IEC and that Georges Le Guevel
(France) and Philipp Schaumann (FRG) had withdrawn their candidatures
for alternate member of the Financial Control Committee.

16. Elections to the International Executive Committee, Financial Control
Committee, Chair erson and Alternate Chair erson of the ICM

The election for treasurer was held on Saturday morning. The result
was announced as follows:

Establishment of Workin Parties

Georges Le Guevel France
A schedule for the discussion of the major items in each working
party was agreed. The next election was for the regular member of the Financial

Control Committee. The result was as follows:The two Statute amendments (resolutions A51 and C32) had both
received the required five signatures and were therefore on the
agenda for discussion.

Philipp Schaumann FRG

The four working parties were established as follows:
The last election was for the regular members of the IEC,

the alternate member of the FCC and the chairperson and alternate
chairperson of the Council 1985.

The following members were elected to the International Executive
Committee to serve two-year terms:

Working Party A:
Working Party B:
Working Party C:
Working Party D:

Strategy
Action
Organization
Finance

S ecial Event
Norway
USA
FRG
Netherlands
Israel
Italy
Sri Lanka

Jan Egeland
Whitney Ellsworth
Wolfgang Heinz
Jan Willem den Herder
Edy Kaufman
Franca Sciuto
Suriya Wickremasinghe

The special event took place on Friday 2 September at 1700 hours.
The theme was "Prisoners of Conscience". It was addressed by Theo van
Hoven, former director of the United Nations Human Rights Division, and
Karel Kyncl, journalist and former prisoner of conscience from
Czechoslovakia. There was a presentation of the Appeal for a
Universal Amnesty for all Prisoners of Conscience: a total of 600,000
signatures had been collected so far. The appeal was to be presented
to the United Nations in December.

The meeting was informed that the staff of the International Secretariat
had elected Francoise Vandale as the staff representative on the IEC
for a one-year term.

Re orts from Workin Parties

The working party reports were presented to the plenary. The discussion
on the reports is recorded in the text.

The International Council elected Yutaka Ogita (Japan) as the
alternate member of the Financial Control Committee to serve a two-
year term of office, and David Hinkley (USA) and Dick Oosting
(Netherlands) as the Chairperson and Alternate Chairperson respectivet,
of the 1985 International Council.The reports of Working Party A and B were considered on Saturday

and Sunday (starting at 0800 hours). Due to pressure of time,
Working Party D report was taken before discussion had been completed
on the report of Working Party C. In accordance with the spirit of
paragraph 9.6 of the Standing Orders, which specifies that no resolution
which criticizes a decision of the IEC can be referred to the IEC
without discussion, the chairperson ruled that resolutions submitted
by the IEC or resolutions which imply a criticism of the IEC could
not likewise be referred to the IEC without discussion. The resolutions
in Working Party D and the remaining resolutions in Working Party C
were therefore discussed in the short time available in order of priority
according to this ruling. Only two resolutions were referred to the
IEC due to lack of time to consider them in the plenary (resOlutions
C35 and C36).

17. A ointment of Auditors

The International Council, on the recommendation of Working Party D,
agreed to appoint Arthur Andersen and Company to audit the accounts
of Amnesty International Ltd for the years 1984 and 1985.

18.a) Place of the 17th International Council 1985

Further information had been provided to all participants about the
proposed plans and budgets of the Japanese Section for the holding
of the International Council in Japan in 1985. Wolfgang Heinz, on
behalf of the IEC, reported on the IEC's contacts with the Japanese
Section during this ICM: there were some organizational problems in
the section and for this reason, confirmation of the invitation to
the ICM for 1985 could not be made until the end of the year. If
it happened that the Council could not take place in Japan, the IEC
would find another venue, in accordance with resolution C31 adopted
at this meeting.
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PART TWO
Decisions of the 16th International Council18.b) Place of the 18th International Council

19.

Invitations from the Finnish and Spanish Sections were
gratitude.The decision on the venue was deferred to

AnOther Business

Thanks were extended to the French Section volunteers
and, mostspecifically,to the team ofinterpreters.

noted with
1985.

and helpers

A:

1.

STRATEGY

TheInternational Council

reco nizinthat human rights within Al's mandate are
A vote of thanks was proposed for the Chairperson, David Hinkley,

and to Jane Ward of the International Secretariat.

The meeting came to a close at 1230 on Sunday 4 September.

understood to be the individual's rights in relation
to governmental authority, as defined in international
instruments for the protection of human rights, agreed
by governments,

reco nizin the inconsistency with regard to AI's
present attitude towards human rights abuses by
governments and similar acts committed by non-governmental
entities,

ENDORSES the present AI policy towards torture and/or
killing of prisoners by non-governmental entities in
opposition to a government (but not controlling a
population or territory) whereby AI does not take
action in regard to offences committed by these
non-governmental entities.

RESOLVES that there be no extension of Al's mandate
to include "human rights" abuses by non-governmental
entities as defined above, but that in describing
AI's attitude to torture and/or killing of prisoners
by non-governmental entities AI should state clearly
that it condemns these acts.

(formerly resolution A13)

2. The International Council

considerin

that AI has clearly established that the issue of
whether or not resorting to violence is justified
falls outside its brief, thus not taking a moral
stand on the issue of violence and declaring
itself completely impartial about it;

that AI, as a worldwide movement, must make an
effort to allow people identified with the
widest scope of political options to be able to
work within it, as a guarantee of its own
independence, impartiality and effectiveness;
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DECISIONS
3. continued

that AI's actions necessarily unfold within a
frame of legality recognized by governments and
international organizations;

that AI directs its actions towards those responsible
for enforcing respect towards human rights,

RESOLVES

considerin also that these questions may not have been
well-founded and that it is inconsistent with the
fundamental Amnesty International principle of
impartiality to create an artificial balance by, for
instance, applying different standards to countries
in order to have them presented on an equal footing
in reports and theme campaigns,

to ratify the limits of its mandate, in accordance
with the considerations stated before.

(formerly resolution A14)

considerin that it is imperative that the movement
periodically review and revise the mechanisms and
procedures by which it promotes the effectiveness
of its work,

The International Council
RESOLVES to direct the International Executive
Committee, by whatever mechanism it deems most
appropriate, provided it includes strong input
from and participation of the sections,considerin that Article 2(a) of the Statute stipulates

that in order to achieve its object Amnesty International
shall "at all times maintain an overall balance
between its activities in relation to countries
adhering to the different world political ideologies
and groupings",

considerin that this statutory requirement of
maintaining an overall balance has been of significant
assistance in preserving Amnesty International's
impartiality, and such impartiality has in turn been
directly related to Amnesty International's
effectiveness,

considerin that the "principle of threes" in
adoption work, the chief mechanism by which this
overall balance was for many years ensured, is no
longer everywhere feasible or appropriate,

1. to undertake a comprehensive review of
the impartiality and overall balance
of Amnesty International's activities in
recent years together with the mechanisms
and procedures utilized to maintain
impartiality and balance both at the
International Secretariat and within the
sections, making sure as part of the review

to solicit from the sections and from
whatever outside sources it deems relevant
what are the prol4ems or shortcomings, real
or perceived, which are confronted in respect
to Amnesty International's impartiality and
balance;

considerin that in recent years, Amnesty International
has evolved a series of techniques in addition to
adoption work such as campaigns, Urgent Actions, and
the like, with no clear mechanism for ensuring overall
balance,

to examine, for example and to the degree
possible, the action calendar, problems of
information gathering, areas of neglect,
response to emergency situations, consistency
of tone and language, implication of MEC/MSP
on impartiality and balance, etc

considerin that the use of diversified techniques,
some of which give rise to more publicity than others,
may adversely affect Amnesty International's image
of impartiality,

2 to report on this review together with a summary
of its findings to the 1984 Meeting on Implementation
and Review,

considerin that there have been serious and recurring
-questions raised inside and outside the movement with
regard to Amnesty International's balance, which in
turn raise questions about Amnesty International's
impartiality,

3. and to provide the 1985 ICM with concrete
recommendations for revising present means and
mechanisms, or devising new ones, and a program
for introducing the recommended changes at the
International Secretariat and among the sections.

(formerly resolution A213)
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4. The International Council 5. The International Council

considerin that racial discrimination is a violation
of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and that
Amnesty International considers as prisoners of
conscience any persons imprisoned, detained or otherwise
physically restricted due to ethnic origin or colour,

considerin that a artheid is a system whereby a
group of people are denied human rights recognized
by the Universal Declaration of Human Rights,

RESOLVES that the presentation of our organization used
up to now in our international publications will be
changed as follows:

considerin that the policy of a artheid has led to
the establishment of a system of institutionalized
racial discrimination and to laws which by their
very nature contravene international human rights
instruments,

"Amnesty International acts on the basis of the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights and other
international covenants. Amnesty International
is convinced of the indivisibility and mutual
dependence of all human rights. Through the
practical work for prisoners within its mandate,
Amnesty International participates in the
wider promotion and protection of human rights
in the civil, political, economic, social and
cultural spheres."

(formerly resolution A32)notin that the United Nations General Assembly has
defined a artheid as a crime against humanity,

reaffirmin the ICM decision of 1982 endorsing the
policy statement on a artheid of the June IEC meeting
of that year,

6. The International Council

DECIDES

ASKS the IEC to write a short paper describing guidelines
for cases where individuals or groups are forcibly
relocated to a specific geographic area under
conditions of continuing restriction to that locality
by reason of their political, religious, or other
conscientiously held beliefs or by reason of their
ethnic origin, sex, colour, or language, provided
that they have not used or advocated violence.

that Amnesty International clearly and firmly condemns
laws and practices of a artheid falling within the
scope of Amnesty International's mandate;

that a special program of action against such
a artheid laws and practices be developed by
the IEC and put into operation;

(formerly resolution A48)

7 The International Councilthat this program be implemented in direct
actions as well as via intergovernmental
organizations, such as the United Nations;

considerin the importance of the debate which is
taking place with regard to alleged violations of human
rights of people detained in solitary confinement or
other forms of special detention,

that a report on the implementation of this
program be submitted to the 1985 ICM.

(formerly resolution A31)
considerin the lack of information on the study on
prison regulations and the treatment of detainees
entrusted to an institute for comparative criminal law
in Montreal,

considerin that an impression of incompleteness in
Amnesty International's action on such an issue may
damage its public image in the eyes of international
public opinion,

REQUESTS that the IEC

should inform sections of the results of
the study undertaken by the above-mentioned
institute for comparative law,
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9. The International Council

should keep sections constantly informed of
the course of this study,

should instruct the IS to consider steps for
action on detention in solitary confinement
and other forms of special detention,

considerin that the concept of the "forgotten prisoner",
which was the starting point of the movement, implies
that AI should attach particular importance to action
on behalf of victims of repression whose plight
would otherwise remain totally unknown,

RECOMMENDS to the IS that, within the ambit of the
campaign for the abolition of torture programmed for
1984, the concept of "cruel, inhuman and degrading
treatment or punishment" be stressed in a way that
any information or interventions on the existence of
the violations of human rights of people detained in
solitary confinement or in other forms of special
detention may be included in this concept.

takin into account the fact that AI is gaining more
and more international recognition as the main
source of information on human rights violations
within its mandate, and that this fact increases
the movement's burden of responsibility,

(formerly resolution A53)

convinced that the overall long-term effectiveness
of AI depends in part onits capacity to make clear
to all that the resources at its disposal are used
in the best possible way to cover the various
regions and countries of the world, and the different
areas within each country,

8 The International Council

considerin

REQUESTS that high priority be given to research
on countries and areas and social groups where
information is difficult to obtain,

that all techniques used by AI, be they adoption,
campaigns, special actions or Urgent Actions,
the publication of reports and news releases,
the organization of missions, etc, are based
on accurate research;

INVITES the IEC to take appropriate steps to this
end.

(formerly resolution A62)

that thorough, comprehensive and scrupulous
research is the very foundation of AI's
credibility and world reputation;

10. The International Council

that the continuing increase of human rights
violations throughout the world, of new and
complex situations and hence of difficult
decisions to be taken within AI concerning
the choice of techniques to deal with them
more than ever requires the work of researchers
who are not only capable but are in a position
to carry out their tasks in the best possible
way;

notin that in various countries and/or regions of
the world massive and continual violations of human
rights are taking place in such forms as "disappearances"
and extrajudicial executions,

observin that such violations, far from diminishing,
continue to persist, and in particularly conflictive
zones are even increasing,

while a reciatin the dedication and hard work of the
IS research staff

considerin that AI has attended to the demand to
respond to these violations by organizing action
networks for the most serious cases,

RESOLVES

RECOMMENDS that the number of research staff of the
International Secretariat be increased in greater
proportion than is current policy so that the staff
can devote itself even more efficiently to the
investigation of human rights violations in every
country of the world.

to continue to give high priority to countries
and/or regions convulsed by massive and
continual "disappearances" and extrajudicial
executions;

(formerly resolution A61)

to assign the human and material resources
necessary to guarantee adequate attention to
these countries and/or regions.

(formerly resolution A64)
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The International Council
13. The International Council

re rettin the failure of the IS to inform promptly the
coordination groups and sections about problems in
servicing the CASA network during the past year,

RECOMMENDS that care is taken to avoid such gaps of
information in future,

reaffirmin the importance of Al's relief program to
benefit prisoners of conscience and other victims,
potential victims or dependants of such victims of
human rights violations falling within AI's mandate,

reco nizin the sensitive political implications of
relief programs in certain contexts,RECOMMENDS further that the IEC ensure that major

changes of the work within established Regional
Action Networks not be undertaken without full
consultation with coordination groups and sections
involved in that work,

ASKS the IEC to ensure that within the draft plan
and in consultation with sections an adequate way
will be found to reconsider and strengthen
membership techniques on the region covered by
CASA and thus to improve this program.

EMPHASIZES the need for a strict adherence, by the
sections and the IS, to the agreed policies and procedures,

ENDORSES the proposed program on relief, to include
efforts to expand relief activities within the
agreed policy,

WELCOMES the proposal to hold an international
meeting to discuss AI's relief operations as soon as
possible in 1984.

(formerly resolution A65)
(formerly resolution A72 and D62)

The International Council

havin re ard to 1980 ICM decision 27 on the acceptance
of funds,

14. The International Councilconsiderin that the guidelines appended to that
decision prohibit the acceptance of donations from
governments and intergovernmental bodies of a
regional, sub-regional or other non-universal
nature but make an exception for funds donated for
relief purposes,

ENDORSES the proposed program for "International Policy
Questions" including the proposals to:

review AI's policy in relation to times and
areas of armed conflict, standards of fair
trials, civil disobedience and "other"
human rights;

considerin that it is undesirable that AI can be
used by governments or intergovernmental bodies as
a channel to transmit relief funds to recipients
decided upon by the donor-government,

considerin that in such cases it is often difficult
for AI to insist on the full application of its
Relief Policies and Procedures,

considerin , moreover, that AI should not appear to
be acting on behalf of governments or intergovernmental
bodies,

initiate reviews of AI's refugee work and
of the application of the principle of
impartiality;

improve consultation with sections and
discussion within the membership on policy
questions and program matters under review
at the international level.

INSTRUCTS the IEC to submit major proposals arising
out of these reviews to the next International Council.DECIDES that from 1 January 1985 AI will no longer

accept grants for relief from governments or inter-
governmental bodies which have been earmarked by
such governments or intergovernmental bodies on
their own initiative for a specific country, project
or recipient.

(formerly resolution A81)

(formerly resolution A71 and D61)
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17. The International Council
B. ACTION

recallin decision 14 of the 1982 International Council
about group work,15. The International Council

ENCOURAGES all sections to give attention to thereco nizin the need for a more intensive follow up implementation of this decision,of Urgent Actions, Campaign for the Prisoners of
the Month and other techniques,

ENDORSES the proposed program for Membership and
Group Techniques including the proposals to:URGES the IS to inform the membership regularly

about the results of these techniques,
improve the feed-back on case work and
other group techniques;ASKS the IEC to ask SYSTEC to make a report on

the implementation of these techniques ( especially make efforts to increase case sheetUrgent Actions) as a major issue.
production and to use multiple adoption
when it is in the interests of the(formerly resolution 812) prisoner and to continue to give priority
to smaller sections in the allocation of
case sheets;16. The International Council

encourage growth of the Urgent Actionrecallin the acceptance by the 1980 International network in sections outside Europe andCouncil of the proposal on Regional Action Networks North America;(RANs) from the Techniques Evaluation Committee,

introduce Regional Action Networks on aconsiderin that since then RANs were introduced in gradual basis, developing and improvingan increasing number, thanks to the efforts of the the technique as necessary in responseIS and the participation of sections,
to the review undertaken by SYSTEC;

considerin also that the RANs that have so far initiate on an experimental basis a monthlybeen established show such great variations that a "Action Bulletin" to be sent to sectionsprocess of streamlining has become necessary, based and groups and where appropriate individualon the first experiences,
members.

URGES that the IS use more precise and consistent 
(formerly resolution 1116)guidelines in the creation and operation of RANs,

taking into account elements such as:

selection of countries to be included in the RAN 18. The International Council
selection of AI concerns

AGREES that the theme for Prisoners of Consciencetechniques
Week 1984 should be "Women in Prison" andtiming and frequency

reporting, feed-back and evaluation
STRONGLY RECOMMENDS that the theme for Prisonersallocation.
of Conscience Week 1985 should be "Young People
in Prison".(formerly resolution B14)

(formerly resolution 821)
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The International Council 21. The International Council

considerin that members of the military, the police,
prison personnel and all members of professions dealing
with people deprived of their liberty run the risk
of being forced into situations which might include
human rights violations, even torture,

notin Amnesty International's concern, as expressed
by its support of resolutions on children to the
1981 and 1982 ICMs, to defend children from cruel,
inhuman and degrading treatment as a result of
repressive action within Amnesty International's
mandate, and

notin the commitment to participate in future
international meetings concerned with the protection
of children from cruel treatment,

INSTRUCTS the International Executive Committee to
prepare a plan for the participation of all AI sections
in International Youth Year 1985.

INSTRUCTS the International Secretariat to study the
methods, already available or which could be established,
by which AI members can give support to members of
these professions in their efforts to resist any
demands to participate in torture; thus to strengthen
their sense of individual responsibility with regard
to torture:

(formerly resolution 824)

- by assisting with the distribution of the
"Code of Conduct for Law Enforcement Officials"
issued by the United Nations, and any other
relevant documents,

The International Council
- by employing various types of direct action
towards these high-risk professions in
countries where torture is practised,

ENDORSES the proposed program for Campaigns and Theme
Programs, including the proposals to:

undertake a review of theme campaigning and
theme programs during 1985, which will address
any problems experienced with these campaigns
especially as regards standards of research,
mandate consistency and perceived lack of balance,
and result in recommendations about appropriate
techniques for long-term work on themes and the
role of theme campaigns in general, and whether
or not it would be feasible and desirable to
identify other themes;

- by using all possible means to ensure that
these activities are included in the framework
of the renewed campaign against torture which
begins in 1984.

(formerly resolution 832)

22. The International Council

follow up the Appeal for a Universal Amnesty
for all Prisoners of Conscience with guidelines
to groups;

recallin decision 20 of the 14th ICM 1981 in Montreal,

considerin the "Progress Report" (POL 32/01/82) which
was debated at the 15th ICM 1982 in Rimini,

launch the renewed Campaign for the Abolition
of Torture with a major report and a concrete
program of action for eradication of the
practice of torture;

recallin the contents of decision 25 of the 15th ICM
1982,

maintain the death penalty program at its
current level for the next two years;

REQUESTS the IEC/IS:

- to provide a discussion paper on human rights
education addressing the main problems and to
invite section comments which are to form the
basis for a policy paper to be finalized by
late 1984;

work on "disappearances" and extrajudicial
executions through the existing membership
techniques and structures;

implement decision 5 of the 1982 ICM on fair
trial during 1984.

- to define the status of the Clearing-house for
Human Rights Education set up by the FRG Section
in respect to the IEC itself;

(formerly resolution 825)
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22.continued

24. The International Council

MEC Tar et Sector Workto develop a minimum program for spreading
awareness of human rights in countries where
there are no or almost no AI structures, as
suggested by decision 25 of the 15th ICM 1982;

- to develop a long-term program on human rights
education for sections, availing itself of the
activities of the sections which have greater
experience on the subject.

REAFFIRMS

1.1 That Amnesty International should disseminate its
external information on human rights in different
countries in a systematic way to parties which
are active in the military, economic and
cultural fields (MEC "target sectors").

(formerly resolution 834)

23. The International Council

ENDORSES the proposed program on Target Sector Work,
including the proposals to:

maintain the current priorities in target
sector work pending the review of target
sector and professional group work to be
carried out at the end of 1983 and beginning
of 1984;

1.2 That the purpose of this activity may sometimes
be to prod these parties into using their
influence in support of human rights within
AI's mandate in their dealings with the
governments concerned. However, in such cases,
note should be taken of the possible limitations
and pitfalls as elaborated in 1982 ICM
decision 22 ("Guidelines for Approaching
Companies" reproduced in document POL 34/05/82).
Where applicable, all approaches to MEC"target
sectors"should conform to the provisions of
those guidelines.

- try to provide on request wherever possible a
selection of relevant cases which would allow
for the involvement of any target sector in
AI's work;

undertake reviews of Al's work with trade
unions and the medical profession, including
consultations with the membership;

- develop and implement a program in the field
of human rights education, in cooperation with
the FRG Section Clearing-house;

- integrate MEC/MSP activities into target sector
work according to the policy to be clarified
by the 1983 ICM;

	

1.3 That potential effectiveness should be the
guiding principle determining when to
approach MEC "target sectors", which ones
to approach and the requests to be made of
them ("timing and targeting").

	

1.4 That this type of work should be undertaken
by the International Secretariat with respect
to international MEC "target sectors" and by
AI sections with respect to national MEC
"target sectors", but recognizes that the
bulk of the work will be "decentralized",
and CALLS ON sections as well as the IS to give
it the necessary priority.

CALLS ON sections to share their experience and materials
relating to target sector work and in particular to
support the coordinating role of the FRG Section in
the field of human rights education.

(formerly resolution 835)

1.5 That all AI action is bound by the following
principles:

AI does not address itself to the general
economic or political system in operation
in any country; only to that country's
observance of human rights within AI's
mandate. Consequently, AI abstains from
drawing conclusions of a "political"
nature from its information;

AI takes no stand on the legitimacy of
military, economic or cultural relations
being maintained with countries where
human rights are violated and takes no
position on punitive measures of any
kind, such as sanctions or boycotts.
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24.1 continued
24.2 continued

1.6 That when approaching MEC "target sectors", AI
should inform them of the above principles, of
its statutory objects and of its concerns in
the relevant country or countries.

2.4 That AI may express its support in principle for
those clauses of the proposed legislation which
accommodare AI's objectives and position, and
oppose the repeal of such clauses once they have
been enacted.1.7 That approaches to MEC "target sectors" should

be frank and open rather than of a secretive
or confidential nature.

REQUESTS

1.8 The IEC to explore and report back on:

the prospects and means of urging agencies
responsible for international aid to require
potential receiving governments to provide
information about human rights in their
countries along with the normal economic
data;

2.5 That the legislation should be precise in its
terms and concrete in its procedures, avoiding
ambiguities and minimizing the scope for
interpretation which could contradict the
purpose of the law. It should provide for
the legislature to be notified of all information
necessary to enable it to exercise proper control
over the implementation of the law, for all
MSP transfers to be publicly disclosed in
advance, for reports to be issued on the human
rights situation in the receiving countries
and for effective channels to be established
for receiving information from non-governmental
organizations.whether AI should press for human rights

issues to be included in codes of conduct
for transnational corporations, in
particular in the case of the proposed
code of the United Nations.

2.6 That once legislation has been enacted, AI
could submit its information on the human
rights situation in relevant countries to
the appropriate bodies designated by the
legislation to consider such information.2. Le islation on MSP Transfers

SUPPORTS
2.7 That, where feasible, support should be given

to practical efforts to complement these types
of control with suitable mechanisms at the
international level, which could include
registering all MSP transfers on a global or
regional scale; and REQUESTS the IEC to keep
this matter under review.

2.1 The introduction of legislation and regulations
in all supplier countries, requiring the human
rights situation in receiving countries to be
taken into consideration prior to decisions
being made about military, security or police
(MSP) transfers. URGES

2.8
PROCLAIMS

2.2 That AI's position is that such laws should
prohibit MSP transfers from taking place where
they can reasonably be assumed to contribute to
human rights violations within AI's mandate.
However, AI recognizes that in practice any
such law will inevitably be broader and more
comprehensive in its scope than Al's position;
and accordingly

All AI sections in supplier countries to strive
for the introduction of appropriate national
legislation in their home countries. The IS
should assist these efforts by sections,
particularly by coordinating joint section
initiatives where practicable.

RESOLVES

RESOLVES

2.9 That in supplier countries where no AI section
exists, or at the request of an AI section
with regard to its own country, the IS could
make such approaches. In any country where
there is no AI section, but AI groups, the
IS should in principle consult with such
groups before making any approaches.

2.3 That in campaigning for legislation on MSP
transfers AI can make comments on existing or
drafted legislation relating to AI's objectives
and position.
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DECISIONS
24.3  continued

FURTHER RESOLVES 3.7 That in the event  of serious disagreement between
the AI section and the IS staff, the section
should refer the matter to the IEC for decision
if it wishes to pursue its preferred course.

2.10 That, on grounds of potential abuse, AI should
take no part in the drafting of human rights
training programs for MSP personnel from
countries where human rights within AI's
mandate are systematically and persistently
violated. However, this would not prevent
AI from clarifying that international human
rights instruments should routinely be
part of the training of all MSP personnel.

FURTHER RESOLVES

3.8 (a) That AI may  call for the cessation of an
MSP transfer where there is a direct
link between the transfer and systematic
and widespread human rights violations
within Al's  mandate.

3. Action on MSP Transfers

AFFIRMS
(b) That such calls may be based on a reasonable

assumption that the transfer is likely
to be used directly for particular kinds
of human rights violations.3.1 That AI is in principle opposed to MSP transfers

which are used for human rights violations
within Al's mandate. 3.9 (a) That AI may call for the cessation of

an MSP transfer where there is an indirect
but essential link between the transfer
and systematic  and widespread human
rights violations within Al's  mandate.

3.2 That AI neither supports nor opposes sanctions
against governments guilty of human rights
violations.

RESOLVES

3.3. That AI sections may ask "searching questions"
of the supplier government and companies in
their home countries about the use to which
intended MSP transfers will be put by the
receiver government.

3.4 That in supplier countries where no AI section
exists, or at the request of an AI section
with regard to its own country, the IS could
ask"searching questions". In any country where
there is no AI section, but AI groups, the IS
should in principle consult such groups before
asking"searching questions".

(b) That such calls may be made only where it
can be clearly demonstrated that an
indirect but essential link exists
between the transfer and particular kinds
of human rights violations; and
recognizes (i) that this would be only
in rare cases, (ii) that extra resources
might need to be allocated to the IS
specifically to implement this policy.

3.5 That such questions could draw attention to
the danger of the MSP transfer being used in
the receiving country for the violation of
human rights within Al's mandate,  but should
contain no demand.explicit or implicit, that  the
transfer be stopped. Where  appropriate,such
actions could be publicized.

3.10 That all proposed calls for cessation of
MSP transfers be referred to the IEC which
should consider the effectiveness of a
proposed action which, among other things,
should involve assessing its consistency
with the country strategy. The IEC should
report and explain its decision to the
relevant section.

ASSERTS

3.6  That all such actions must be approved by the  board
or executive of the AI section concerned in prior
consultation with the appropriate IS staff, whole
role is to advise on country strategy and  on the
probable impact and effectiveness of  alternative
proposals.

3.11 That Al's opposition to certain human rights
violations committed by governments extends
to the conscious collusion or unconscious
collaboration of  non-governmental parties in
their commission, be they individuals,
organizations or corporations. In such
cases, on the authority of the IEC, AI may
expose, publicize, appeal to, or campaign
against, such parties with a view to their
ceasing their collaborative actions.
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3.12 That all accusations, explicit or implicit,

of complicity, collaboration or collusion on
the part of second governments or non-
governmental parties in the commission by
governments of human rights violations
within AI's mandate be confined to specific
instances according to the relevant provisions
of this decision ; and that any such
accusation be made only with the approval of
the IEC in each case.

25. The International Counc 1

NOTES the fact that a review of AI's Public Information
Program (as requested by the 1982 ICM) is underway
and that sections will be consulted in the course of
preparing the final recommendations for consideration
by the IEC.

ENDORSES
4. Procedures affectin MEC/MSP work

CALLS UPON the IEC

4.1 To encourage the IS and AI sections to take
steps towards integrating work in the MEC/MSP
fields into the general programs on different
countries, including at the preparatory
stages of the annual planning and priority
discussions. In order to safeguard AI's
impartiality in its MEC/MSP work, these
steps should include a consideration of
initiatives relating to MEC/MSP work in
countries where there are no AI sections.

- the proposed increase in the preparation of
publicity materials, particularly in conjunction
with the Campaign for the Abolition of
Torture, and other items that can be used or
adapted by sections for promotion, campaigning
and fund-raising activities;

the proposed program of publications,
including the Amnesty International Report,
the production of leaflets, increased
distribution of free publications and
complimentary copies, and increased
distribution and additional promotion
efforts;

4.2 To issue an updated paper on the procedures
to be followed by AI sections for submitting
proposals for IEC approval in accordance with
the specified provisions of this decision
including procedures for AI sections to
submit proposals relating to MEC/MSP work on
countries where there are no AI sections.

the proposed follow-up to the Public Image
discussion.

(formerly resolution 853)

26. The International Council4.3 To encourage the IS to develop the procedures
it is to follow when approaching supplier
governments in countries where there are no
AI sections.

4.4 To create possibilities for Al to undertake,
stimulate or commission research in this field.

reco nizin the importance of working with other
NGOs at all levels to further the campaigning
activities of AI both nationally and internationally,

WELCOMES the lead initiative taken by AI in regard to
UNESCO NGOs working in the field of human rights
education,

RESCINDS ENDORSES the proposed program for work with
international organizations including the proposals
to:

4.5* All previous substantive ICM decisions, and IEC
decisions about referred resolutions, guidelines
and clarification statements, regulating AI's
work in the MEC/MSP fields, with the exception
of 1982 ICM decision 22 concerning guidelines
for approaching companies.

improve servicing of the membership with
regard to work with intergovernmental and
international non-governmental organizations;

encourage closer links between sections and
(formerly resolutions B411,
B421, B431, 8445)

*Note Paragraph4.5would cover specifically the following policy instruments:
1978 ICM decision 9, 1979 1CM decision 26, 1979 1CM referred resolution
14, 1979 ICM referred resolution lb, 1979 ICM referred resolution 17,
December 1979 TEC guidelines on 1979 ICM decision 26, 1981 ICM decision 16,
1981 ICM decision 17 and February 1983 IEC clartfication statement on MSP actions.

UNESCO national commissions;

make efforts to develop further the nature and
scope of AI's contribution to the European
institutions, in cooperation with the
European sections;
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continue the same level of servicing of other
regional IGOs;

conclude the review of Al's relations with
other NGO organizations;

prepare recommendations for the development
of structured programs of collaboration with
other organizations, particularly NGOs, in
areas of common concern such as the abolition
of torture.

AGREES that the conclusions and recommendations
emanating from these meetings should be circulated to
other sections and that the IS and IEC should give
consideration to these recommendations as soon
as possible.

(formerly resolution C11)

28. The International Council

(formerly resolution B62)

C; ORGANIZATION

considerin that, in order to become a truly worldwide
organization with universal appeal and influence, AI
must grow considerably in areas of the world where
it is not now active,

27. The International Council
understandin that this growth, if it is to be lasting,
will result from developmental strategies compatible
with the culture of the people,

recallin that very dissimilar conceptions about
development exist_ in the movement. and that it is
necessary to make efforts so that the programs and
policies on development adjust as far as possible
to the specific characteristics of the regions to
be developed as well as the countries that make up
the regions,

recallin 1982 ICM decision 55 and recognizing that
since then the IEC and IS have initiated encouraging
steps to give greater impetus to development-related
initiatives,

concerned by the fact that discussions on development
policy may not take into account the opinions of the
already existing sections and groups in the region,

affirmin , however, that it is the belief of the
membership that more commitment to this principle is
needed from the movement as a whole,

reco nizin that there are a series of work initiatives
in the regions that would enrich the debate on this
subject and could perfect the initiatives,

conscious of the advances achieved by the IEC Sub-
Committee on Development,

bearin in mind the need to count on a recurring
representative voice that can express the opinions,
needs and peculiarities of each region,

RESOLVES that AI devote a still greater percentage
of its economic and human resources to encouraging
groups and individuals in Eastern Europe, the Middle
East, Asia, Africa and the Americas, who share Al's
concerns, to develop AI in their own countries in
ways compatible with their own culture, customs and
particular circumstances, as well as with AI's
mandate,

URGES that the regional meetings of section
representatives (or of groups in countries where there
are no sections) that take place from year to year
should have a consultative character with the IEC, when
it outlines its policies and development plans,

REQUESTS the IEC in consultation with appropriate
bodies to prepare a detailed program of financial
assistance to developing sections and groups in
countries where there is no section, in order to
help them obtain and maintain the minimum structures
necessary for a self-sustaining AI presence in their
countries; and further that this ICM make appropriate
1984-85 budget provisions to fund such a program,

ASKS the IEC to decide in consultation with the
sections and groups how to undertake the regional
meetings in the years between ICMs,

RECOMMENDS that AI promote and assist meetings in
different regions with the specific purpose of exploring
different and new strategies and techniques AI might
use to promote its consolidation and growth, and
invite human rights activists from those areas to
participate,

REQUESTS that in these meetings priority should be
given to discussion of development questions and
problems,

RECOMMENDS that one representative from each region
be invited to the major meetings of the IEC sub-committee
on development,
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continued

DECISIONS 38 -
28. continued

RESOLVES that the IEC give due consideration to the
convenience of undertaking one or both of the following
initiatives, aimed at making AI's development efforts
more effective:

REAFFIRMS the principle that while maintaining good
and active servicing of all sections. the IS should
also give extra resources to certain sections whenever
it is judged that the work of Al in a specific section
or country will benefit from special AI efforts
because of its potential for AI activity, the conduciveness
of the political situation or its geopolitical importance
or other relevant factors,

That AI promote and assist publicity campaigns
in regions as a whole, taking into consideration
when planning such campaigns, the input of
sections (and groups in countries without
sections) in those regions,

IS which
sections
established

APPROVES the development approach in the
allows for intensive servicing of smaller
by IS staff with increased involvement of
sections and experienced section members,

2. That AI promote and assist an international
meeting of representatives of interested
sections and groups devoted to a broad
examination of the issues and problems
confronting AI with regard to development,
with major participation of sections in the
drafting of the agenda for the meeting.

NOTES WITH APPROVAL the various ideas for improved
inter-section cooperation and for other measures by
which sections can actively assist in the development
program,

(formerly resolution C13)

ENDORSES the proposals for the production, translation
and distribution of information materials both within
the membership and to organizations and individuals
in new countries or in countries where traditional AI
structures are not feasible for the time being,

29. The International Council REQUESTS all sections to submit annual reports and
plans to the IEC to assist the international movement
in the assessment of resources and need%reco nizin the need for the establishment of AI as a

truly international movement in order to work more
effectively for prisoners of conscience and fair
trials and against torture and the death penalty,

ENCOURAGES that these annual
sections' problems and plans,

unless requested
stressin the spirit of participation of developing
sections in the planning of development steps as
expressed and detailed indecision 28,

for reasons of

reports, including
should be circulated
otherwise by the

confidentiality.section
to sections,
respective

(formerly resolution C14)

ENDORSES the policy of the IEC to consolidate the
work of the established membership structures in
the Americas, Africa, Asia and Europe, paying due
attention to the specific needs of developing
sections as well as to thaie of larger sections,
while gradually increasing mailing lists and
contacts with potential members and relevant
target sectors in new countries in these regions,

The International Council

notin with a reciation the agreement between the
Pakistan Section and the IEC of 15 August 1983 which
envisages stepped up activities by the Pakistan
Section*,

havin re ard to Article 41 of the Statute,
ENDORSES the proposed program to explore the
possibilities for AI work in Eastern Europe, DECIDES by a three-fourths majority of the votes

cast to authorize the IEC to close the Pakistan
Sectionif by 1 March 1984 it has not been possible
for the section to organize and maintain basic AI
activities as referred to in the above-mentioned
agreement,

ENDORSES the proposed program for Al's development
in the Middle East which will concentrate initially on
an extensive information program and then the
preparation of a detailed country-by-country plan
for AI activities in the region,

ENDORSES the policy of the IEC to pay due regard in
implementing development policies and programs to
the special problems of such initiatives in countries
on which AI has an active research program,

DECIDES that before taking such action the IEC should
provide the section with adequate opportunity of
presenting its case.

*Note The agreement makes specific reference to a member of the section participating
at the 1983 ICM. After further discussion, the section decided not to avail
itself of this opportunity.

(arising from Working Party C)
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33.  continued

The International Council
wishin to balance the development aspects with respect

RESOLVES to amend section IV "public role of members for the organizational  requirements  and  the resources
of section governing bodies and senior staff members" of the movement,
of "Guidelines for Sections and Groups" (1982 ICM
decision  50)  by rewording article 5 as follows: RECOMMENDS that a maximum of two meetings  out of the

five International Councils to be held  over a 10-year
'In any situation of uncertainty as to whether  period should be held outside Europe,
or not a present position or previodsly hela
position should be treated as coming within  the RECOMMENDS further that no two International  Councils
above rules, the section and/or the member  concerned outside Europe should be held consecutively,
should seek Lae opinion of the International  Executive
Committee. All parties concerned should strive  for RECOMMENDS that the host section reports to the IEC
agreement, but if this is not reached the final  decision about the development effects  of the 1CM,
lies with the IEC.'

NOTES the organizational and development factors

	

(formerly resolution C21) involved in selecting the venue of the ICM,

APPROVES the following procedure for decisions on
The International Council the venue of the ICM:

RESOLVES that the IEC should develop appropriate i) any section wishing to invite the ICM should
interim guidelines relating to affiliated membership, notify the IS of their intention at least
and should report on these guidelines to the Meeting six months before the ICM at which the
on Implementation and Review in 1984. These guidelines decision must be taken;
should take into account the discussion at the 1983
ICM. ii) the IS will provide the section with

"guidelines for the organization of the ICM"
INSTRUCTS the IEC in consultation with all interested detailing the practical and organizational
sections to prepare an evaluation of possible requirements as well as a budget outline;
positive and negative consequences of affiliated
membership for discussion at the 1985 ICM. This iii) three months in advance, the section will
study should include the various options for deciding submit a report to the IS, IEC and ICM,
on the future status of such affiliated membership. indicating, in line with the guidelines,

what facilities they can provide, the
DECIDES that sections wishing to retain affiliated estimated costs, any potential problems;
membership may do so and that no section should
introduce affiliated membership before the 1985 ICM. iv) the ICM will take the final decision on the

venue of the ICM on the basis of the

	

(formerly resolution C22) information provided by the section and any
comments from the IEC or IS;

The International Council
	

v) the IEC shall be authorized, in the event
of unforeseen  circumstances preventing the

reco nizin the potential benefits for the development organization of the ICM in the venue decided
of Amnesty International from the holding of an by the ICM, to invite and select an
International Council in a country or region, alternative venue.

reco nizin the need to reinforce the international (formerly resolution C31)
character of Amnesty International,

notin at the same time the fact that a large proportion
of the AI membership is based in Europe,

notin also the importance of an efficient organization
of the International Council,
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36. The International Council
34. The Internat onal Council

considerin that the International Council is the
RESOLVES to amend Article 13 of the Statute as follows: movement's supreme authority, required to decide on

options determining the aims, methods and actions of”.... Only sections having paid in full their AI in a manner which is frequently obligatory for
annual fee as assessed by the International all members and all groups,
Council for the two previous financial years
shall vote at the International Council. considerin that as from 1983 the International Council
This requirement may be waived in whole or in will meet nnly every secnrd year
part by the International Council."

considerin that delegates to the International Counciland to amend paragraph 4.4 of the Standing Orders represent all groups within the movement; that withinaccordingly. most of these the development of subjects and themes
for discussion by the International Council is being

(formerly resolution C32) undertaken with increasing thoroughness; that the
opportunity for longer preparation will in any
case result from the introduction of the biennial35. The International Council system,

notin that Article 13 of the Statute provides for considerin that it is both legitimate and necessaryvoting rights to sections on the basis of their for the sections and groups represented at the
individual membership, International Council to instruct their delegates

on what position to uphold; that it is nonethelessreco nizin that until now there has been no common desirable that delegates, while stating their ownagreed definition of a member on which to assess case, should also be able to enrich their ideasthe individual membership of a section at international by hearing the opinions of other delegates andlevel, debating them freely; that in this way there is a
better opportunity for arriving at a consensusDECIDES that for the purpose of assessing membership of opinion to which the delegates as a whole and,

for the granting of voting rights at the International through them, all AI groups and members can adhere,Council on the basis of individual members rather
than groups, the following definition of an AI considerin that debates at the International
member shall apply: Council will be more interesting, and the quality of

decision-making higher, if the participating delegates"For the purpose of assessing membership for are allowed sufficient freedom in their assessment
voting rights at the International Council, of what is desirable for AI as a whole,
an AI member is someone who:

REQUESTS that groups and sections responsible for
accepts the AI mandate; choosing delegates to take part in the work of the
regularly participates in AI activities International Council make sure that while they
through group work or individual member instruct their delegates on what positions to uphold,
techniques; they also allow them sufficient freedom both in
contributes financially to an AI section discussion and in their vote, to consider what is in
or an internationally registered group the best interests of AI as a whole.
according to the statutes of the section;
recognizes him or herself as such and is (formerly resolution C34)
registered as such with the iS,
an AI section or an internationally
registered group."

DECIDES to incorporate these criteria in the Standing
Orders accordingly.

(formerly resolution C33)
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38. continued

37. The International Council

All participants and other contributors to such
meetings should be informed within a year about
the decisions taken by the IEC in relation to
questions discussed by the meeting.

ENDORSES the procedures stipulated in decision 37 of
the 1981 International Council for involving sections
in the country planning and priority process,

WELCOMES the forthcoming discussion in the IEC as
outlined in the IEC Report to the 16th ICM (see
ORG 53/03/83) in order to ensure profound discussion
about country strategy and planning both on IEC
and section levels,

(formerly resolution C52)

39. The International Council

REQUESTS the IEC in its discussion not only to
discuss the procedural aspect of country strategy
and planning but to pay at least equal attention to
the substance of the strategy and planning papers
submitted by the IS, for example, to include in
these papers information on membership and non-
membership techniques and activities, particularly
the rationale behind the IS proposals.
Sections are invited to contribute to the IEC's
discussion.

ENDORSES the proposed program for International
Consultations including the proposals to:

- continue efforts to improve the one-year
planning at IEC and IS level;

- produce a Yearly Action Framework and
Quarterly Action Plans;

- improve the planning and organization of the
ICM;

(formerly resolution C51)

38. The International Council

- plan international meetings on an annual
basis including meetings on countries or
a sub-region from at least two major
regions each year.

(formerly resolution C53)

40. The International Council

considerin that the system of biennial International
Councils will increase the importance of specialized
and consultative international meetings in the period
between ICMs, for example meetings of section
treasurers, of people responsible for certain
campaigns within their sections, or of coordinators
of AI work on a certain region,

assertin that such meetings should be made a part
of Al's structure and should be carried out in
accordance with agreed guidelines,

ENDORSES the proposed program on Information Handling
and Technology, including the following proposals:

the review of indexing and referencing tools
of AI information in connection with the
introduction of computerization;

DECIDES that the following points should be taken
up in these guidelines:

the review of the audio-visual program, in
particular the possibility of greater sharing
of materials among sections;Even when the IEC has not found it necessary to

invite representatives of all sections to
a certain meeting, all sections should be
informed about the meeting and invited to send a
written statement of the questions at hand.

- review of the guidelines for responsible
handling of information, including the development
of a common policy and common procedures for
AI's response to data protection legislation
with special reference to security of prisoner
records and sources of information;

The minutes of such meetings should be sent out
within two months to the IEC, to all sections
(except when restrictions are necessary for
reasons of security or mandatory limitations),
and to all participants ot the meeting.

- increased cooperation between the IEC Advisory
Croup on Information Handling and Technology
and all sections in the areas of data protection
legislation, computerization and responsible
handling of information.

The recommendations of such meetings should be
included in the agenda of the IEC as soon as possible.

(formerly resolution C61)
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D. FINANCE
44. The International Council

The International Council recallin decision 24 of the 13th International Council in
Vienna 1980, decision 42 of the 14th International Council
in Montreal 1981 and previous decisions determining the
movement's contribution to the international budget,

NOTES WITH APPROVAL the audited accounts for eight
months to 31 December 1982 and the auditor's report.

(arising from Working Party D) DECIDES that, effective for the section financial year
that forms the basis for the assessment determined at the
1985 ICM,

The International Council
- the registration fee payable by all sections should be

set at £100 or one per cent of the total gross income
of the section, whichever is less, provided that it
shall not be less than £10 (same as decision 42 of
the 14th ICM);

REQUESTS the IEC to develop a document for sections, similar
to the "Organizational Matters" papers, that will deal
with the methods of setting up procedures for internal
auditors or controllers within sections.

(arising from Working Party D)

the group-related fee be set at £100 times the number
of AI groups in the section minus two, such fee not to
exceed one per cent of gross section income for each
assessed group nor to be less than £10 for each group
(same as decision 24 of the 13th 1CM);

43. The International Council

the group-related fee also should be paid by groups not
forming part of a section, this being the total annual
fee such groups shall be assessed; such groups shall be
given the opportunity to request the Treasurer to grant
relief in whole or part from payment of such fee - if,
because of local conditions, they are unable either to
raise or to transfer such funds to the IS - and the
right to appeal the Treasurer's decision to the full
IEC (same as decision 42 of the 14th ICM);

ENDORSES the proposed program for fund-raising including
the proposals to:

- urge sections to launch a fund-raising drive in 1984
in conjunction with the Campaign for the Abolition
of Torture;

- provide fund-raising materials and assistance to newer
groups and sections;

- investigate with sections hosting the ICM the possibility
of encouraging and providing the opportunity for section
representatives attending to order in quantity on behalf
of their sections fund-raising materials produced by other
sections;

- the income related-fee shall be assessed on the section's
gross income after deduction of

the registration fee as established above,

the total applicable group-related fee,

funds sent to the Program Reserve and Special
Projects Fund in excess of assessment,

financial assistance received from the international
budget,

initiate a discussion on long-range financial planning in
sections, including the relationship between section plans
and the Plan;

prepare information materials for people interested in
giving bequests and large one-time donations to AI.

a fixed amount of £10,000, effective for 1984 assessment

donations received earmarked for relief,

taxes paid,

contributions received in kind for services and travel,

(formerly resolution D21)
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46. The International Council9) direct costs of publications and/or products
for sale to the general public (not including reco nizin the burden that may be placed on ind vidualNewsletter), and fund-raising programs, to

sections because of currency fluctuations,the extent that such costs exceed 10 per cent
of the gross income from each activity but in ADOPTS the following currency fluctuation system:no event shall the deduction be greater than
the gross income derived from each such activity.

I. that the assessment in pounds sterling adopted at an
International Council, or set at the'time of theDECIDES that all the above enumerated deductions shall Meeting on Implementation and Review be convertedbe allowed only on the condition that complete detailed into each section's currency at the rate used inaudited accounts and standardized financial reports are calculating the assessable income;submitted to the IS in proper fotm not later than two

months prior to the ICM or Meeting on Implementation
2. that each section pay quarterly in pounds sterlingand Review respectively.

the amount which can be purchased by 25 per cent
of the assessment stated in terms of local currency.FURTHER DECIDES that the Treasurer shall have discretion In the case of delayed payment, the rate of exchangeto waive all or part of the income-related fee due to to be used shall correspond to the date on which thespecial circumstances or economic hardship. The Treasurer
payment should have been made. Prepayments ofshall report all such applications to the appropriate
contribution shall be considered as having beenICM and the disposition of such applications. The
made on their due date;Treasurer's decision shall be subject to appeal to the IEC.

	

3 that any excess pounds sterling received on this basis(formerly resolution D31) shall be credited to a "currency fluctuation reserve"
and any amounts underpaid in terms of pounds sterling
be charged against such "reserve":The International Council

	

4. that if the "reserve" accumulates beyond a reasonableconsiderin that sections make use of differing accounting level the Treasurer shall recommend to the Internationalmethods according to their local rules and habits, Council a reduction in the reserve to a reasonable
level and the International Council shall determineconsiderin that in view of this lack of consistency it how this "excess" shall be applied;is not possible:

	

5 that if the charges to the "reserve" exceed theto establish a precise assessment of the section's balance in the "reserve" each section shall beresources and means of action, 
surcharged ratably an amount which will restore
the "reserve" to zero.to analyse correctly the means of funding and their

respective results,
6. the date of implementation to be for the assessment

made in 1984.- to carry out any valid comparisons,

(formerly resolution D33)considerin therefore that the income-related fee is at
present assessed on differing bases,

RECOMMENDS that the international accounting system,
based on unified accounting principles and consistent
from section to section, be implemented.

(formerly resolution D32)
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47. The International Council

in view of the fact that the ICM will meet only every two

years from 1983,

4(4, The International Council

reco(nizin the difficulty in determining section assessments

two years in advance,

ENDORSES the proposed program for the Administration of

the IS for 1984 and 1985, including the proposals to:

- provide for an increase of at least eight

posts in 1984 and at least six posts in 1985

(at least 14 over the next two years);DECIDES that in futufe each International Council shall

determine in fixed amounts the registration fees and group-

related fees payable tor the next two years; - maintain and extend the training program for

IS staff, including a practical introduction

to the organization of AI groups and sections

and specialized training projects to meet the

varying needs of staff;

DECIDES further that the International Council shall determine

the income-related fee as a percentage of assessable income for

the next two years, based on financial reports available from

sections at the Council for the previous financial year;

AUTHORIZES the International Executive Committee, on the advice

of the Meeting on Implementation and Review, to increase or

decrease the income-related fee calculated as a percentage

of assessable income for the second budget year by up to two

percentage points; this assessable income would be based upon

financial reports submitted by the sections at the close

of their financial year in which the ICM takes place.

- encourage contact between IS staff and

the membership by travel to sections judiciously

balanced against the adverse effects of time

spent away from the IS and cost-benefit for

sections.

(formerly resolution D51 and C61)

FURTHER AUTHORIZES the IEC, on the advice of the Meeting on

Implementation and Review, to cover any approved budget expenditure

that cannot be covered by section contributions in the second

budget year from the Program Reserve and Special Projects Fund.

(formerly resolution D41)

48. The International Council

RESOLVES to adopt the budgets for two years to 31 December

1985 as amended for publications, staff and related

overheads and development of £4,011,010 for 1984 and

£4,630,742 for 1985 and a section assessment of

£3,569,067 for 1984,

APPROVES the budget for the Program Reserve and Special

Projects Fund for two years to 31 December 1985 showing

for 1984 an income of £848,251 and an expenditure of

£429,743,with a balance brought forward of £418,508, and

for 1985 an income of 1858,508 and an expenditure of

£684,462 with a balance brought forward of £174,046,

APPROVES the budget for Relief for 1984 and 1985 showing

a total relief expenditure of 1180,000 and £200,000

respectively.

NOTES the outline budget of 14,779,550 for 1986.

(arising from Working Party D)



PART THREE
Resolutions Referred to the

International Executive Committee

1. The International Council

reaffirmin that the centre-piece of Al's ideology is and has
always been the idea of individuals working for other individuals
regardless of where they live and what kind of political system
has violated their human rights,

reaffirmin that AI, in order to gain recognition and to safeguard
its reputation as a trustworthy source of information and impartial
international actor, has always strived to uphold an overall
balance with regard to rivalling political alliances and geographical
regions,

reco nizin that AI, adjusting to changes in the world political
structure as well as to development of the organization, has
abandoned the strictest application of this latter principle,

reaffirmin the importance of both ideas as described above,

STATES that it should be openly acknowledged that these ideas
are often in conflict with each other.

RECOMMENDS that the idea of individual-focused work should be
given greater weight in establishing priorities and in allocating
resources.

UNDERLINES that this recommendation must not jeopardize AI's
efforts to develop research in neglected areas, but is intended
as a guideline for the division of resources between areas
from which we already have a well-established flow of information.

reco nizin that this recommendation will always strain our
resources when there is an outburst of extreme violence in a
group of countries belonging to the same region,

acknowled in that it is incompatible with Al's mandate to
disregard a certain number of cases just because we already
have so many others from the same country or region,

PROPOSES that, in order to enhance AI's ability to respond to
novel forms of human rights violations and to outbursts of
extreme violence in distinct geographical regions, the IS
seek to achieve greater flexibility in planning future
activities and allocating resources.

(formerly resolution A63)
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The intirnational Counc 1

ASKS the IEC to initiate a discussion aimed at making
a clear and binding separation between the mere
condonation of the use of violence on the one hand
and the call for or the direct support tor a
concrete act of violence on the other;

Although the present guidelines do not mont ion the eXampleit is according to the iiutch ;lee!ion still unclear if it
relevant whether or not conscientious Wajettor; are allowed
to choose toetr work and if t s necessary fur the alternativeservice to he of a humanitarian nature or tor a pacifist cause.

DECIDES to request the International Secretariat
to consider any case of a prisoner whose use or
advocacy of violence has not been established
beyond any doubt as an investigation case.

The Dutch Section is further of the opinion that it is alsounclear which length of alternative service is deemable as a
punishment. Do other factors than the duration of the mil tary
service including further call-up have tu he taken intoconsideration?

(formerly resolutions A42 and A43)

The International Council

notin that points 2(f) and 2(g) of the present
guidelines relating to conscientious objection to
military service do not indicate what kind of
service AI considers to be "outside the war machine",
and which length of alternative service in relation
to military service is "deemable as a punishment"
for conscientious objection,

To end these unclarities the 1EG should prepare criteria.The Dutch Section believes that clear criteria with regard to
the interpretation of points 2(1) and 2(g) of the present
guidelines are to be found in the recent resolution on
conscientious objection adopted by the European Parliament
on 7 February 1983. The relevant paragraphs of this
resolution dr,:

"The European Parliament 	

considerin that this has caused unclarity as to what
norms AI applies to alternative service,

Stresses that the performance of alternative
service .... may not be regarded as a sanction
and must therefore be organized in such a way
as to respect the dignity of the person
concerned and benefit the community, particularly
in the social field and in the field of aid and
development cooperation;

INSTRUCTS the IEC to prepare clear criteria with
regard to the interpretation of points 2(f) and
2(g) of the above-mentioned guidelines.

(formerly resolution A44)

Ex lanator Note

Considers that the duration of such alternative
service when carried out within a civil administration
or organization should not exceed the period of normal
military exercises following the period of basic
military training."

According to the guidelines endorsed by the 1980 ICM AI will
consider a conscientious objector a POC it his or her imprisonment/detention is a consequence of one or more specific reasons,
under which:

4. The International Councilthere is not a right to alternative service
outside the "war machine"
the length of the alternative service is
deemable as a punishment for his or her
conscientious objection.

RECOMMENDS to the IEC that SYSTEC be asked to:

Consider the relative effectiveness of techniques
in relation to differing goals in AI work,

The former 1977 decision regarding those who are offered
and refuse alternative service stated in this context that AI
will not adopt the objector who refuses 'alternative service
completely outside the 'war machineH tor instance working in
the office oi a humanicailan organization of nisiner choice ...".

Outline possible priorities in selection of
techniques to be considered by sections
formulating development plans.

(formerly resolution B15)
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5. The International Council

What reactions, experiences and possible successesreco nizin the importance and extent of the work have been achieved so far?carried out for many years by the Legal Department
of the IS and the important legal element in the RECOMMENDS, on grounds of cost saving, the delegationwork of the Research Department, of the evaluation to some (two to three) experienced

sections;reco nizin moreover the large amount and good
quality of material of a legal nature sent to INSTRUCTS the IEC to present the result of theAI sections and legal groups by the Campaign and evaluation by the middle of 1985.Membership Department of the IS,

(formerly resolution 8414)recallin the important contribution which the
active membership of the Law profession and of
students of Law makes to the quality, credibility 7. The International Counciland effectiveness of Al's work within the different
sociopolitical systems of the world -- work towards; considerin the annual report's position as one ofthe ratification of international instruments by AI's most fundamental documents and important sourcesgovernments and their incorporation into national of information both for the membership, mass medialegislations; the defence and promotion of the right and others outside the organization,to habeas cor us; the creation of adequate legislation
on detention and imprisonment in order to prevent considerin its importance as a source of publicity,torture and ill-treatment of prisoners and detainees; spreading of AI concerns and consciousness-raisingand the incorporation into penal codes of minimum monitor,norms for guaranteeing fair and speedy trials for
detainees and persons charged with political crimes; underlinin the continuous need to discuss the

report's aims, the ways and means,REQUESTS the IEC and IS to study as soon as possible
ways of stepping up work towards the production, in WELCOMES theme articles in the annual reportdifferent languages, of adequate documents and (for example, "Political Killings by Governments",handbooks to be sent to AI sections, and groups and 1982)people and institutions in the field of legislation,
in order to obtain the active membership of people REQUESTS that the general synopses introducing thein this field (as described above). entries of each continent not be omitted in the

coming reports, and that - where it seems natural -(formerly resolution B31) they be organized by theme parts of the mandate.

RECOMMENDS that more theme-oriented, comparative

	

6. The International Council articles concerning aspects of the AI mandate and
their status throughout the world be incorporated.INSTRUCTS the IEC to commission an evaluation of the

implementation of the guidelines for approaching REQUESTS that, for the sake of geopolitical balancecompanies adopted by the 1982 ICM; and a correct picture of AI's work, all countries
where AI has taken action and/or has concerns shouldRECOMMENDS to take into account the following questions: be mentioned in the report.

In what respect do the action circulars of the IS (formerly resolution 851)distinguish between approaching companies and
approaching one of the traditional AI target
sectors (for example trade unions, churches,
politicians, lawyers)?

What objectives have been pursued in approaching
companies so far?

What techniques and kinds ot approaches have been
applied?
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B. continued

8 The international Council

considerin that external AI information is distributed
in various forms:

REQUESTS that the International Secretariat devise
a system whereby all interested parties, members or
non-members, individuals or organizations, may
subscribe to publications coming under the heading
of "external documents".

I. Newsletters: sent to all AI members and subscribers.
These report on a number of recent violations of
human rights, but rarely give a global synthesis
by country or by subject.

(formerly resolution B52)

2. Annual Re ort: extremely important resume of
violations classified according to country, but
by the time it appears, the information is
always six months out of date.

* 9• The International Council

notin Ole stated intent of the IEC to review overall
policy of AI on the attendance of NCOs at ICMs and

Documents, mission re orts, countr or thematic
re orts: These documents are quite up to date
when they appear. They are often the subject
of a news release but only a few countries are
covered each year.

notin further suggestions of the IEC that the change
to biennial ICMs will allow the development of
alternative mechanisms for maintaining Al's relationship
with other NCOs,

Ur ent Actions deal only with special cases.
REQUESTS the IEC to develop such alternative mechanisms
to replace ICM attendance.

Microfiches published by the IDC (Interdocumentation
Company AG) reproduce on microfiches all AI's
external documents, including important submissions
and reports presented by AI since 1962 to
organizations such as the United Nations. These
microfiches are considerably behind events as at
present the 1981-82 documents are still being
prepared for release.

DIRECTS the IEC to report on the progress made in
this area at the Meeting on Implementation and
Review scheduled for 1984.

(formerly resolution C35)

* 10. The International Council

Countr dossier checklist: lists of all texts
published by AI, by country. Very useful, but
assumes one has all AI documents to hand when
making use of it. Not a summary.

RESOLVES to amend paragraph 7.8 of the Standing Orders
to read as follows:

Monthl checklists: publishes a list of all
documents published by the International Secretariat
but both "external" and "internal".

"Other observers may attend the International
Council at the invitation of the International
Executive Committee and may speak at the
plenary session at the invitation of the
chairperson of the council but ma not attend
workin art sessions."External documents: These are lists by subject or

by country which the researchers publish throughout
the year according to the needs of the movement.
They are sent to those interested people within
the movement, to sections, groups and relevant
coordination groups. These papers are more
recent and more complete than the annual report,
while the entries are shorter but more numerous
than the country reports. They are external also.
These are obviously extremely useful to all
those who follow the news in a professional
capacity: newspapers, parliamentary groups, human
rights organizations, etc  However, these
are the only summaries which are not systematically
released to the public, since no system of sales
or subscription is being considered.

(formerly resolution C36)

* These resolutions were referred to the IEC automatically because
there was no time to discuss them in the plenary. Resolution
C35 was endorsed by the Working Party C; resolution C36 was
recommended for referral to the IEC.



PART FOUR
Reports of the Working Parties

Report of Working Party A: Strategy

Chairperson: Ann Blyberg US Section

Rapporteur: Antonio Marchesi Italian Section

Drafting Consultant: Barney Rubin US Section

Secretary: Bernadette Molloy International Secretariat

01 The meeting was opened by Wolfgang Heinz (IEC).

02 A roll-call of participants was taken.

03 Ann Blyberg, US Section, was appointed chairperson,
Antonio Marchesi, Italian Section, was appointed
rapporteur and Barney Rubin, US Section, was appointed
drafting consultant.

04 The agenda and timetable were approved with the following
amendments:

Resolution A33 was withdrawn by the Spanish Section;

Resolution A45 and Resolution A214 were withdrawn
by the US Section;

Resolution A47, in a revised version, was moved
to item A3;

Resolution A63 was moved to item A2.

05 Two matters had been referred to Working Party A from
the first plenary session:

a,\ implementation of decision 1 of the 1982
International Council concerning sexual
orientation;

b) implementation of decision 2 of the 1982
International Council concerning civil
disobedience.

It was agreed to consider a) together with resolution
A46 and b) with resolution A41.
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Al ABUSES BY NON-GOVERNMENTAL ENTITIES

we cannot disseminate information about violations(Paper: Amnest International's Stand on Abuses b by non-governmental entities without proper0 osition Grou s, AI Index: POL 03/04/83) research and checking of information;

The Internation(1l Executive Committee ( IEC) member present

-

many present Amnesty International workingpointed out that paragraph 1.1 a) of the Draft Plan methods would not be suited to work onwas related to the issues to be discussed in Al.
abuses by non-governmental entities.

Resolutions All, Al2, A13 (with two amendments) Resolution Alland A14 were introduced by the French, Belgian, British
and Peruvian Sections respectively.

Prior to the vote the French Section indicated it was
deleting the first paragraph of the resolution. TheAt the invitation of the Chair, a general
resolution was defeated by the wocking party.discussion followed. Some participants felt that

because lengthy discussions had been held on this
Resolution Al2issue during the 1982 International Council and a

policy had been agreed upon. reconsideration of the Resolution Al2 was defeated by a large majority.issue at this Council was unnecessary. Others felt
unready to have Amnesty International close the door Resolution Al3on the issue of non-governmental entities and felt a
further detailed study was needed.

Several amendments to resolution A13 were presented
and defeated. After further discussion the BritishSome participants argued that Amnesty International Section proposed that the beginning of the ENDORSESis a watchdog against governments because only
paragraph should read:governments exercise a monopoly of power and human

rights violations are abuses of such a monopoly.
"ENDORSES the present AI policy towardsNon-governmental entities do not commit human rights
torture and/or killing of prisoners byviolations, but crimes to be dealt with by criminal
non-governmental entities in oppositionlaw. Governments are responsible for the respect of
to a government ...."law within their own countries. Others argued that

Amnesty International should not have double
and the RESOLVES paragraph should read:standards for governments and non-governmental

entities, but should oppose violations of human
"RESOLVES that there be no extension ofrights committed by whomever has the power to
AI's mandate to include 'human rights'commit them.
abuses by non-governmental entities as
defined above, but that in describing Al'sThe following additional points were raised:
attitude to torture and/or killing of
prisoners by non-governmental entities AIthe provision in the policy that allows
should state clearly that it condemns theseAmnesty International to make humanitarian
acts."interventions in exceptional situations is

vague and impossible to apply consistently,
With these changes resolution A13 was put to a voteand is also inconsistent with the remaining
and defeated by a small majority.parts of the present policy;

In the plenary session, the British Section,addressing non-governmental entities on
seconded by the US Section, reintroducedabuses committed by them could be seen as
resolution A13 as amended in the working party.according them recognition under international
A further amendment was proposed, to deletelaw:
the last part of the first operative paragraph
which allowed for interventions in exceptionalthere is a need for further clarification on
humanitarian circumstances. This amendmentwhich non-governmental entities are considered was voted on and agreed.similar to governments. There is also some

confusion between the concepts of non-governmental
entities and opposition groups, which do not
always coincide;
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Resolutions A211 , A212, and A213

A proposal to replace the word "condemns"
with "never accepts" was ruled out of order. The French Section and Canadian (Francophone) Section
On the word "condemns", it was felt by some agreed to withdraw resolutions A211 and A212 respectively,
that such a strong word implied action on the and proposed amendments to A213 which were accepted as
part of AI when in fact AI does not take action; friendly. A general discussion ensued.
others argued that it expressed more clearly AI's
position. There was general agreement that impartiality is crucial

to the effectiveness of the organization and that governments

	

A proposal to refer the resolution to the IEC seeking to challenge Amnesty International's information or
was defeated. A member of the IEC clarified that undermine its credibility often attack its claim to
whether or not the resolution was passed, the vote impartiality. Some participants argued that Amnesty
to delete the humanitarian clause would be taken by International should not, however, insist on balance in an
the IEC as an indication that this clause should obsessive way, since governments whose human rights violations
not be reflected in AI policy. we oppose will rarely in any case acknowledge that the organization

is impartial.
The resolution as amended was put to the vote

and adopted by a small majority. For the text of Some participants felt that Amnesty International should
the final decision, see decision 1, page 15. not emphasize the public image aspect of the issue as it is

also difficult to achieve the day-to-day reality of impartiality
Resolution Al4 inside Amnesty International. It was agreed that some of the

mechanisms designed to help ensure impartiality and balance
The Peruvian Section accepted as a friendly amendment have over the years lost some of their effectiveness. The
the deletion of the first "considering" paragraph of working party discussed the question as to whether a
resolution A14 and of the words "facing both alternatives" comprehensive review of the impartiality and balance of the
in the second 'considering" paragraph. Thus amended organization's work was needed, and, if so, what form
resolution A14 was carried by a large majority. such a review should take. A number of participants felt

that a committee should be established in which sections,
In the plenary, there was some discussion as to together with the International Secretariat (IS) and IEC,

whether this resolution contradicted the previous should be involved, which would undertake a thorough
decision since it did not "condemn' human rights review of the organizations's mechanisms aimed at ensuring
violations by non-governmental entities. Others impartiality. Others felt that a separate committee was
pointed out that the resolution merely reaffirmed unduly cumbersome and expensive and that the issues should
current policy. An amendment was proposed to be reviewed in conjunction with the IEC's annual discussion
introduce a clause making it clear that AI never of Research Department planning and priorities.
takes action, even in exceptional circumstances;
this was defeated. After the discussion. the working party agreed to further

amendments. The amended text of resolution A213 was then
The resolution as amended by the working party carried unanimously.

was put to the vote and agreed. For the text of
the final decisiorL see decision 2, page 15. This resolution with one friendly amendment,

was adopted by consensus in the plenary. For the
A2 IMPARTIALITY AND BALANCE final text agreed by the Council see decIsion 3,

page16.
(Papers: Im artialit and Balance in the Work of AI, AI Index:
POL 01/03/83; Amnesty International: Inde endence and It was agreed that the resolution as passed, served as
Im artialit -- draft text, AI Index: POL 01/04/83) an amendment to paragraph 1.2 g) of tne Draft Plan.

The IEC member present pointed out that paragraph of 1.2 g) Resolution A63
of the Draft Plan related directly to the issue addressed in
A2. Resolution A63 was introduced by the Swedish Section.

The working party agreed that it should be referred to the
IEC and considered in the review called for in resolution A213.

The Council agreed to refer the resolution to
the IEC. For the text, see referred resolution 1,
page 53.
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Resolution A21 A4 STATUTE ARTICLE 1 a)

Resolution A21 was withdrawn by the IEC on behalf of the Resolution A41
ICM Preparatory Committee.

The IEC member present indicated that paragraph 1.1 b) of theA3 MANDATE GENERAL Draft Plan was related to the subject of this discussion.

At the request of the Swedish Section this item was dealt Resolution A41 was introduced by the FRG Section. Thewith in closed session. working party noted the concerns behind the resolution,
agreed that sections should be asked to undertake a seriousResolution A31 discussion on the issue of Amnesty International and civil
disobedience prior to the 1985 ICM and asked the IEC toThe Senegalese Section introduced resolution A31. consider the explanatory note to the resolution when
determining the terms of reference for further papers on theDuring the lengthy discussion that followed, several issue.

friendly amendments to resolution A31 were accepted by
the introducing section and a resolution proposed by the Resolutions A42 and A43Swedish Section was added to the agenda by the working
party. (Following the vote on resolution A31, this A consolidated version of resolution A42 and resolution A43resolution was withdrawn.) was introduced by the FRG Section. After some discussion, it

was agreed to refer the resolution to the IEC. For theA revised and amended version of resolution A31 was text of the resolution referred to the IEC by thesubsequently adopted by a large majority. The resolution was Council, see page 54.adopted by the Council by consensus. For the text
of the final decision see decision 4, page 18. Resolution A44

Resolution A32 Resolution A44 was introduced by the Dutch Section. An
amendment by the Spanish Section was accepted as friendly.The IEC member present pointed out that paragraph 1.1 c) Resolution A44, as amended, was put to a vote and defeatedof the Draft Plan was related to the subject of this by the working party. The working party agreed, however,resolution. to refer the original text of resolution A44 together
with an explanatory note submitted to the working party byResolution A32 was defeated by the working party. the Dutch Section to the IEC.

The resolution was reintroduced in the plenary For the text of the resolution and explanatorysession by the FRG Section with an amendment to note referred by the Council to the IEC, seeeword the third sentence which was unclear in the page 54.
English translation of the original text. The
esolution was still felt to be unclear and to Resolution A46

give an ambiguous impression of AI's position.
It was proposed to delete the third sentence of Resolution A46 was defeated by the working party. Thethe resolution altogether, and this was agreed, Danish Section asked that its abstension be noted.It was then proposed to replace the last sentence
f the resolution with the last sentence of the Resolution A48
riginal IEC text; this amendment was accepted.

The resolution as amended was then carried by the Resolution A48 (amended) was introduced by the US Section.Council. For the final text, see decision 5, The Dutch Section proposed a further amendment so that thepage 19. operative paragraph should read:

Resolution A47 "ASKS the IEC to write a short paper describing
guidelines for cases where individuals or groupsThe revised version of resolution A47 was withdrawn by the are forcibly relocated ..."US Section on the understanding, concurred in by the IS,

that the concerns expressed in this resolution were covered The amendment was accepted as friendly. Resolution A48by resolution A31 as adopted by the working party. was then adopted by consensus.

For the text of the final decision adopted by the
Council, see decision 6, page 19.
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A5 STATUTE ARTICLE I c) After some discussion the resolution was put to a vote and
carried by a large majority.

Resolution A51

Resolution A51, a Statute amendment which had received the
support of the necessary five sections, was introduced by
the FRG Section. After some discussion it was put to a vote
and approved by a majority of the working party.

The resolution was adopted by consensus by the
Council. For the text, see de ision 8, page 20.

In the plenary, it was argued that AI already
worked against "disappearances" and extrajudicial
executions under the existing Statute Articles la),
lb), and lc) and that it would be dangerous for AI
to start enumerating human rights violations in
this way. On the other hand, it was felt that AI
should clearly declare its opposition to these
practices and thus take the lead in the international
community.

The working party noted that the Draft Plan provision
(paragraph 12.2) for an increase of three posts in the
Research Department in 1984 was not in keeping with present
policy that at least half of any additional posts each year
should be allocated to the Research Department.

Resolution A62

The proposed Statute amendment was put to the
vote and, in the absence of a clear two-thirds
majority, defeated.

Resolution A62 was introduced by the French Section.
The US Section proposed adding the words "and social
groups" following the word "areas" in the "REQUESTS"
paragraph. This amendment was approved by the working
party. An amendment by the Chilean Section to delete
the words "even though this may imply giving lower
priority to work on the other countries" was accepted as
a friendly amendment.

Resolution A52

The resolution was noted by the working party.

Resolution A53

The resolution was approved by a clear majority.

Resolution A62, as amended, was approved with only two
abstensions.

In the plenary the last paragraph was deleted.
The resolution as amended was adopted; for the text,
see decision 9, page 21.

Resolution A64
In the plenary, the resolution was amended by

replacing the words "take all necessary" with
"consider", so as not to preempt the outcome of the
study. For the text of the final decision of the Council,
see decision 7, page 19.

Resolution A64 was introduced by the Peruvian Section.
The following amendments were made:

A6 RESEARCH WORK AND PRIORITIES

the first "RESOLVES" paragraph was changed to read
"RESOLVES to continue to give high priority to countries
and/or regions ....";

The IEC member present indicated that paragraphs 1.5 and
12.2 of the Draft Plan related to the subject matter
of the following resolutions.

the words "special and" in the second "RESOLVES" paragraph
were deleted;

Resolution A61
the third "RESOLVES" paragraph was deleted on the understanding
that the concerns behind it would be included in the discussion
on resolution A65.

Resolution A61 was introduced by the Italian Section.
The following friendly amendments from the British Section
were accepted:

With these amendments, resolution A64 was carried by a large
majority.

the word "of" replaces "at" in the "RECOMMENDS" paragraph; The resolution was adopted by consensus by the
Council. For the text, see decision 10, page 21.

the words "in greater proportion than is current policy"
were inserted after "to be increased" in the same
paragraph.
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Resolution A65 The working party subsequently strongly endorsed Working
Party D's decision.

A number of substantial amendments were made to resolution
A65. The following text was adopted unanimously by the
working party:

The phrase "on their own initiative" was inserted
after "earmarked by such governments or intergovernmental
bodies" to make clear the intention of the resolution.

"The International Council
Resolution A71/D61 as amended was put to the vote

re retting the failure of the IS to inform and adopted. For the text of the final decision,
promptly the coordination groups and sections see decision 12, page 22.
about problems in servicing the CASA network
during the past year, Resolution A72

RECOMMENDS that care is taken to avoid such gaps
of information in future,

The working party agreed by consensus to Working Party D's
decision with respect to resolution D62 (equivalent to
resolution A72). Working Party D had changed the words
"during 1984" to "as soon as possible in 1984" in the final
paragraph of the resolution.

RECOMMENDS further that the IEC ensure that major
changes of the work within established regional
action networks not be undertaken without full
consultation with coordination groups and sections
involved in that work.

The resolution was adopted by consensus by the
Council. For the text, see decision 13, page 23.

ASKS the IEC to ensure that within the Draft Plan and A8 INTERNATIONAL POLICY QUESTIONS
in consultation with sections an adequate way will be
found to improve the CASA Program." The working party turned its attention to Chapter 1 of the

Draft Plan.
In the plenary, the last paragraph was amended

to read " 	 to reconsider and strengthen membership
techniques on the region covered by CASA and thus to
improve this program."

The three introductory paragraphs of 1.1 and 1.1 a) were
approved without amendment.

The resolution as amended was adopted by consensus.
For the text, see decision 11, page 22.

A7 RELIEF POLICY AND PROCEDURES

1.1 b): the words "during 1984" were replaced by
"in 1983" as a paper has already been circulated.
The paragraph, as amended, was approved by the
working party. The working party also noted that
resolution A41, referred to the IEC, related to
this paragraph.

The IEC member present referred the working party to
paragraph 1.2 a) of the Draft Plan. - 1.1 c): approved without change.

Resolution A71 - 1.2 a): it was noted that this paragraph had been
amended by resolution A72.

The working party considered the discussion and decision
oi Working Party D with respect to resolution D61, which, in
its original form, was the same as resolution A71. Working
Party D had amended D61 by inserting the words "by such
governments or intergovernmental bodies" after the word
"earmarked".

1.2 b): this paragraph was approved, although the working
party felt the IS should do more than simply "try" to
establish systematic contact with refugee coordinators.
The Draft Plan seemed to reflect a certain lack of will
to improve servicing in the refugee area.

The view was expressed on the one hand that government
funds were essential to Amnesty International's relief
operations in at least some sections, and the importance of
relief itself was stressed. The sensitive nature of relief
activities was stressed by others and the view was expressed
that it was possible to raise enough relief money from the
general public.

- 1.2 c): the first two sentences were approved. (The
third sentence, together with paragraphs 1.2 d), el
and f) were dealt with in Working Party B.)

1.2 ): the working party indicated, as noted above,
that resolution A213, as approved, must be understood
as an amendment to this paragraph.

Paragraphs 1.3, 1.4 and 1.5 were approved without change.
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Resolution A81

The following amendments were made to resolution A81:

the words "standards of fair trials" were inserted
after "armed conflict";

Report of Working Party 8: Action

the word "ensure" in the last paragraph was replaced by
"improve".

A final paragraph was added:

Chairperson:

Rapporteur:

Secretary:

Alternate Chairperson

Australian Section

International Secretariat

Dick Oosting

Eric S i doti

Gay Richards
"INSTRUCTS the IEC to submit any proposals arising
out ofthesereviews to the nextInternational Council."

Resolution A81,as amended, was approved unanimously.

Theresolutionwasputtoavoteafterconsideration
ofWorkingPartyB'sreportandadopted.Forthetextof
thefinaldecision,seedecision14,page 23.

01

02

04

Bl

The meeting was opened by Jan Willem den Herder (lEC).

A roll-call of participants was taken.

Dick Oosting and Eric Sidoti were elected chairperson and
rapporteur respectively.

The proposed agenda and timetable, including matters referred
from the plenary session (action planning system; operation
and servicing of SYSTEC; fair trial program; and approaches
to second governments) were adopted.

It was noted that resolution B4411 had been withdrawn and
that there were corrections and/or amendments to resolutions
3421, B431 and B437.

The Swedish Section requested a closed session on item
B4 (MEC/MSP) and on resolution B61 (attendance of NGOs at
ICMs). The chairperson's ruling against the first proposition
was challenged but upheld by a large majority. On the second
point the chairperson agreed to the request in view of the
following amendment by the Australian Section to resolution
B61:

Paragraph 3: "REQUESTS the IEC to develop such alternative
mechanisms to replace ICM attendance as a matter of priority."

There were no NGO representatives present at this point
nor at the time the resolution was discussed.

MEMBERSHIP AND GROUP TECHNIQUES

Resolut on Bll

The Venezuelan Section agreed to withdraw this resolution and
to propose an amendment to resolution B16.
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Resolution Bl:

In the court-it •t discussion on this resolution, a mutual need
was expressed: the deea of sections to have regular feed-hack
on the effect of Al's techniques for the purposes of
evaluation and the IEG's need not only for information on the
secTions' e\pec tat )nn but also suggestions as tm how these
expectations ralela be met.

The 1EG was asked to note that the amendment was not
due to principal opposition to the sub-texts of the proposed
resolution And !flat these sub-texts and comments thereon should
be taken into ac,ount in the elaboration of the guidelines.

The reso ttion, as amended, was carried by a large
majority.

A friendly amendment was accepted deleting from
paragraph 2 the words "the success as well as failure" and
inserting instead "the results".

A new third paragraph was proposed, as follows:

"ASKS SYSTFC to make a report on the implementation of
these techniques (especially urgent actions) as a major
issue".

In the plenary, the Dutch Section reintroduced
the original resolution with paragraph c) amended
to read: "RANs should be used for concerns that are
not at all or insufficiently covered by long-term
adoption and/or short-term Urgent Action work".
This proposal was put to the vote and defeated.
A further alternative proposal to include paragraphs
a) to f) of the original resolution as "suggestions
for guidelines" was also defeated.

The amended resolution was approved by a large major y•

The version as proposed by the working party was
put to the vote and agreed. For the text, see
decision 16, page 24.

Resolution B15

The resolution was amended further to read
"ASKS the lEC to ask SYSTEC" since the ICM cannot
instruct SYSTEC directly aS it is an lEG advisory
committee. The resolution as amended was adopted
by the Council. For the text, see decision 15
page 24.

Resolution 1313

This resolution was defeated by a large majority.

Resolution B14

It was felt that this matter required more discussion and
elaboration in view of questions and comments regarding the
use at RANs in relation to adoption and Urgent Actions, the
deployment of groups with special expertise on a particular
region, and tne number of groups that should be able to work

of this an amendment was approved
passages in sub-paragraphs (a) to
of the amended resolution reads

The questions regarding the operation and servicing of SYSTEC
asked by the Australian Section and referred from the plenary
session were discussed at this point. In response to the
questions, the convenor of SYSTEC, Edy Kaufman, noted that
the committee and IS must share responsibility for the
problems which had arisen. The Australian Section circulated
a revised version of resolution B15 which it was agreed to
refer to the IEC because the questions it raised regarding the
terms of reference and priorities of SYSTEC could not be
properly discussed by the working party due to lack of
preparation on this matter.

It was agreed to refer the revised version of
the resolution to the IEC. For the text, see
referred resolution 4, page 55.on RANs. Taking account

deleting the descriptive
(f). The operative part
as follows:

Resolution B16

Paragraph 4: "URGES that the IS use more precise and
consistent guidelines in the creation and operation of RANs,
taking into account elements such as:

relation to
multiple
in the interests
reassured the
criterion in

Several concerns were expressed by sections in
case sheet production. It was emphasized that
adoptions should only be used when it would be
of the prisoner of conscience. The IEC member
working party that this is already the primary
the use of multiple adoptions.








selection of countries to be included in the RAN;
selection of Al concerns:
techniques;
timing and frequency;
reporting, feed-back and evaluation;
allocation."

With regard to the widening gap between the demand for
and production of case sheets, differing though not mutually
exclusive views were expressed. While the statements by the
IEC and IS to the effect that it was not and would not be
possible to meet the demand for case sheets were noted,
several sections reaffirmed their belief that case sheet
production should be a higher priority. The view was also
expressed that emphasis should be given as a matter of
urgency to the development of alternative long-term group
techniques. The IEC's plans in that regard were welcomed.
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Fhei( t d sAgreement as to whether the
prohlem shin] A. ,".fl by an increase in IS staff.
The suggest i h idt) that staff could be appointed to
work on ASA dtoduction specifically and it was noted

there ,Le, A p oposal before Working Party D for extra
staff Mg. redt,e t ;Sat effect.

Resolution 821

IL was agree° n add n second part to the resolution in order
to make a strong rec.mlmendation to the IEC for the theme for
POC Week 1935. The options for 1985 were to be:

ihe c, patty reaffirmed, with reference to resolution
fill, that priority should continue to be given to smaller
sections In the allocation of case sheets.

the theme not chosen for 1984;
"Young pc.-olein prison" (in connection with
International Youth Year);
"Non-criminals and children in prison without charge
or trial" (proposed by the Indian Section).The working party noted the request that the IS explore

the possibility ol initiating and implementing new methods
of case work. The decision was as follows:

HThe International CouncilOperArive paragraph 2 was amended by consensus as
follows:

AGREES that the theme for Prisoners of Conscience Week
1984 should he 'Women in Prison' and- • mike efforts to increase c ase sheet production

And to use multiple adoption when it is in the
inter-Ay:A s of the prisoner and to continue to give
priority to smaller sections in the allocation of
case sheets:"

STRONGLY RECOMFINDS that toe theme for Prisoners of
Conscience Heck 1q85 should be 'foung people in prison' .

The rosolution, AS amended, was carried by consensus.

This resolution was adopted by consensus by the
Council. See decision 18, page 25.

Resolution B22For the text of the final decision of the Council,
sec de( 1".3i0A 1), n,igo 25.

82 CAMPAIGNS AND THEW PROGRAMS

Chapter i of tia. Fraft Two-Year Plan was introduced by Jan
Willem i Herder on behalf of the IEC.

CM1t0111 WAS expressed by the FRG Section and shared
by everal Aliets about the lack of precise information on
the operation of the new system of action planning. The
second point made by the FRG Section was the need for section
input into the action planning process as well as the planning
and priorities process. It was agreed to refer the latter
point to Working Party C. Sections were encouraged to
forward suggust ions to the IS.

Several sections pointed out that "Amnesty" would have
undesirable political connotations in their countries.
Alternative proposals for amendment put forward were "Amnesty
International Week" and the proposal to change the name every
year according to the particular theme. Others preferred to
keep the present name. It was accepted as the sense of the
meeting that the proposed amendments not be put to the vote
and that (a) the IEC be asked to consider alternatives to the
name Prisoners of Conscience Week again and present them to
the next ICM; (b) sections be urged to submit new suggestions;
and (c) the present name be retained until the next ICM.

Resolution 1323

This resolution was withdrawn in the light of the decision on
resolution 821..Ith regard to the proposed review of theme programs

it was noted that it was not envisaged that SYSTEC undertake
this review. Resolution 824

Tlit quLY,t i on referred from the plenary concerning the
implementation of decision 4 of the 1982 ICM relating to a
(ampaign on fair trials was discussed in connection with
resolution B25 hut eventually not incorporated into that
resolution.

The Danish Section clarified that the intention of this resolution
was not to have a Oeme campaign on children in 1985. At the same
time the section did not consider that the recommendation to
have 'Young people in prison' as the theme for POC Week in 1985
made this resolution superfluous. Finally, the section pointed out
that this resolution should not be seen merely as a renewed call for
implementation of decision 19 of the 1981 ICM and decision 3 of the
1982 ICM concerning Al's program in relation to children, but called
tor a plan especially linked to International Youth Year.

The resolution was approved.
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In the plenary, it was pointed out that in order
for the resolution to be consistent with the discussion A friendly amendment to the "considering"in the workint party, the last part of the operative paragraph v. agreed, as follows:paragraph should he deleted. This was agreed. The
resolution as amended was adopted by consensus; for ” ... run the risk of being forced intothe text, see docision 19, page 26. situa;ions which might include human rights

violations, oven torture"Resolution B25

The operative paragraph was also amended, by aThe  Italian Section elaborated on its question regarding the vote, to read as follows:lack of implementation of last year's decision on a fair trial
program (referred from the plenary session). An amendment to "INSTRUCTS the IS to study the methods,introduce an extra paragraph on fair trial, two amendments to already available or which could be established,the first paragraph and the proposal to delete "in the long term" by which AI members can give support tofrom the last paragraph were all accepted without a vote. members of these professions in their efforts to

resist any demands to participate in torture;The amended resolution was carried with the Dutch Section thus to strengthen their sense of individualdissenting. 
responsibility with regard to torture:"

The amended resolution was put to the vote and Resolution B32 as amended was adopted by consensus.adopted by the Council. For the text, see decision 20, For the text, see decision 21, page 27.page 26.

Resolution B34

83 TARGET SECTOR WORK AND HUMAN RIGHTS EDUCATION There was general agreement with  the  intent of the resolution
that there should be increased activity throughout  the  movementJan Willem den Herder introduced the Draft Two-Year  Plan  in  the field of human rights education. Nevertheless it was  feltchapter on Target Sector Work. Several sections expressed  that the suggestion to  hold an international meeting  on humandissatisfaction with the cautious formulation regarding  rights education  was premature.point 5.4, Professional Lists. The IEC's clarification

was acknowledged that  a cautious approach  remains necessary It was noted in relation to operative paragraph 3 thathere and that computerized lists still require considerable while a program framework developed by the IS could be useful,time to make them suitable for public use. Nevertheless, sections should themselves be responsible for the developmentit was suggested that the introduction of computerization of human rights education programs. The IEC asked that sectionsshould allow for much improved servicing of target sector forward proposals in this regard to the IEC.work in a way that was considered very important.

The first operative paragraph was deleted and replacedResolutions B31  and B32 were not dealt with by the by the following:
working party and  resolution B33 was withdrawn in the light
of the decision on B34.  "REQUESTS the IEC:

Resolution B31 was introduced in the plenary  - to provide a discussion paper on human rightssession. It was agreed to refer it to the  IEC. education addressing the main problems and toFor the text,  see referred resolution 5, page 56.  invite section comments which are to form the
basis for a policy paper to be finalized byResolution B32 was also introduced in the plenary  late 1984;"session. It was felt that the concern of this

resolution was very much in the spirit of the discussion It was agreed to delete the last paragraph. The resolution,in the discussion group on CAT.  as amended, was passed by consensus.

An error of translation was pointed out in  the The resolution as amended was adopted by consensustext; the second part of the operative paragraph by the Council. For the final text, see decision 22,was amended to read: page 27.

"by  employing various types of direct action towards
these high-risk professions in countries where
torture is practised."
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Note 1: For ease of reference,  the results of B4 are
schematically as follows:Resolution B35

A new operative  paragraph was inserted after the first one,
as follows:

a)

" - try  to provide on request wherever possible
a selection of  relevant cases which would
allow for the involvement of any target
sector in Al's work:"

Approved: .13411 as  amended (IEC resolution on MEC
target sector work)
B421 as amended (IEC resolution on
legislation)

.13431 as  amended (IEC resolution on
"cessation")
B445 as amended (IEC procedural resolution)

The words "develop and"  were added to  the beginning of
operative paragraph 3 (now 4 following the new paragraph
quoted above).

Withdrawn: B412 and B413
B422 - B424 and  3442
B432 - B439
B4411

The resolution, as amended, was carried by consensus.
For the text  of the final decision of the Council,
see decision 23, page 28.

Not discussed: B414, B441, 3443 and 8444

B41 MEC Tar et Sector Work and Codes of Conduct

It was agreed to discuss resolution 8411 submitted by the
IEC  first. It was introduced by the IEC member responsible.

B4 MILITARY, ECONOMIC AND CULTURAL (MEC) RELATIONS AND MILITARY,
SECURITY AND POLICE (MSP) TRANSFERS

Resolution B411

The IEC member responsible for matters related to MEC relations
and MSP transfers introduced the topic with reference to
some of the principles underlying AI's work in this field:

It was evident early in the debate that a high degree of
consensus existed regarding Al's involvement in this area.
Significantly, no major amendments were proposed with
regard tochose  paragraphs embodying the principles guiding
this work.

AI recognizes the potential effectiveness of "timing
and targeting" its information when approaching parties
active in the MEC field;

legislation should exist prohibiting MSP transfers where
it can reasonably be assumed that they will be used for
the violation of human rights within AI's mandate and
that AI sections should increase their efforts in seeking
such legislation;

Nevertheless, several sections sought clarification on
some aspects of the proposed resolution. It was particularly
noted that a suggestion to  amend paragraph 6(a) of the proposed
resolution by including reference to national as well as
international agencies was withdrawn on the understanding
that approaches to national agencies (regarding the provision
of human rights information from the intended recipient
country along with normal economic data) are properly a
section responsibility.

AI is,in principle, opposed to MSP transfers which are
used for human rights violations within its mandate
and that AI does not support sanctions against governments.

It was stressed that MEC/MSP work was not a goal in
itself but a tool which should always be used in a manner
consistent with country strategy.

The working party also considered at this time the matter
concerning AI and second governments referred to it from the
plenary. The IEC member present explained that while the
proposed discussion paper would address problems concerning
relations with home governments, it would certainly not be
ruling out the development of approporiate working relations
between AI sections and their own governments.

It was agreed not to have a general discussion on B4
but to move immediately to B4I. The following amendments to the proposed resolution

were moved successfully;

to delete  paragraph 2 and replace it with a paragraph
reading as follows:
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"That the basic purpose of this activity is to further 842 Le islation on MSP TransfersAl's aims, directly or indirectly. While this could
include urging such parties to use their influence to It was agreed to concentrate the discussion on resolutionsupport AI's aims, Al should be conscious of the 8421, which was introduced by the IEC member responsible.possible limitations and pitfalls in approaching
military and economic actors, as elaborated in 1982 Resolution B421ICM decision 22 reproduced in the document "Guidelines
for Approaching Companies" (POL 34/05/82); The working party accepted the need for AI to be active in

this area and so concentrated the discussion on seekingto delete "the details of" from paragraph 4; clarification of the proposed resolution and strengthening
the principles governing those circumstances in which theto add the words "as well as the IS" following IS might itself approach a supplier government concerningthe words "so CALLS ON sections" in paragraph 5; the introduction of appropriate legislation on MSP transfers.

to add the words "and means" in paragraph 9(6) In accordance with this, the working party amended rhyfollowing "the prospects"; proposed resolution by the addition of a paragraph (to he
numbered 9) which reads as follows:to replace the word "principle" w th the word

"legitimacy" in paragraph 7(b); "RESOLVES

to re-order the paragraphs so that paragraphs 9. That in supplier countries where no AI section exists, or7, 8 and 9 of the proposed resolution would be at the request of an AI section with regard to its ownincluded under the heading "REAFFIRMS" following country, the IS could make such approaches. In anyparagraph 5 so making paragraph 6 of the proposed country where there is no AI section, but AI groups, theresolution paragraph 9 of the new resolution. IS should in principle consult with such groups before
making any approaches."Resolution B411, as amended, was passed by consensus;

subsequently resolutions B412 and B413 were withdrawn. Several sections spoke to paragraph 3 of the proposed
resolution proscribing Al's participation in the draftingIn the plenary, it was agreed to delete of specific legislation. It was felt by these sections thatparagraph 4 and to replace paragraph 2 with the AI should be able to contribute comments on those aspects offollowing:
the legislation which related to its mandate.

"That the purpose of this activity may sometimes The IEC stated that the paragraph as drafted recognizedbe to prod these parties into using their that AI did not have the expertise to properly participateinfluence in support of human rights within in drafting legislation. It was felt further that AI shouldAl's mandate in their dealings with the limit itself to the principles it believes should be embod.iedgovernments concerned. However, in such cases in such legislation as has been its practice.note should be taken of the possible limitations
and pitfalls as elaborated in 1982 ICM decision Paragraph 3 as drafted was deleted and a new paragraph22 ("Guidelines for Approaching Companies", 3 was inserted. The amendment reads:reproduced in document POL 34/05/82). Where
applicable, all approaches to MEC'target sectors' "3. That in campaigning for legislation on MSP transfersshould conform to the provisions of those AI can make comments on existing or drafted legislationguidelines."

relating to AI's objectives and position."

The resolution B411 as amended was put to a vote It was moved that the words "be used for" in paragraph 2,and agreed. For the text of the final decision of line 2, be deleted and the words "contribute to" (human rightsthe Council, see dec sion 24.1, page 29. violations within Al's mandate) be inserted. The amendment
was carried.Resolution B414

This resolution was not dealt with by the working party.

When the resolution was proposed in the plenary,
it was agreed to refer it to the TEC. For the text,
see referred resolution 6, page 56.
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It was agreed further that the second sentence of
paragraph 8 should be deleted and replaced with the following:

B43 MSP Transfers: Other Issues

"The IS should assist these efforts by
sections, particularly by coordinating joint
section initiatives where practicable."

It was agreed to deal with the IEC resolution B431 first.
It was introduced by the IEC member responsible.

Resolution B431

The Venezuelan Section expressed concern in general that
the attention given here to legislation in supplier countries,
though in itself fully justified, was not complemented by the
notion that it is equally important to aim for better legislation
in receiving countries for the protection of human rights,
including provisions, for example, against receiving MSP transfers
that can only be used for human rights violations within Al's
mandate, or safeguards regarding international training of
MSP personnel. It was acknowledged that this notion is an
additional issue related to the subject matter dealt with
in this resolution, but that specific amendments by the
Venezuelan Section did not fit properly into the framework
of resolution B421. However, the working party agreed that
this question should be studied by the IEC and IS and it
was noted that if a proper formula could be found to introduce
it into resolution B421 after all this could be done by an
amendment in the plenary.

The debate was divided into two parts: (i) whether AI should
be able to call for cessation at all ("Option 1") and, if
the answer were to be yes (ii) in which cases and on which
conditions such calls could be made ("Options 2-4").

0 tion 1

The debate on the fundamental question whether AI may itself
call for cessation of certain MSP transfers drew out virtually
the whole range of arguments, principal as well as practical,
that had been elaborated in discussions and papers over the
past year. Towards the end, a time limit had to be imposed
which meant that some participants had insufficient
opportunity to speak, but both the pro and contra positions
were forcefully argued and reflected in the debate.

Resolution B421, as amended, was passed by consensus;
subsequently resolutions 8422, B423, B424 and B442 were
withdrawn.

Following this discussion Option 1 was defeated by
22 votes to 9.

0 tions 2 - 4

In the plenary, the IEC proposed to return to
the wording "to be used for" rather than "to contribute
to" in paragraph 2 and to use the original paragraph
3 which made it clear that it was not Al's task to
draft legislation. The proposed amendment to
paragraph 2 was narrowly defeated. The proposed
amendment to paragraph 3 was also defeated.

In a lengthy debate, all participants had full opportunity to
present their views on the problems and advantages of AI
calling for cessation and on the circumstances and conditions
under which such calls might be made. There were interventions
from 22 sections, IEC members and the Secretary General. Again,
as with the debate on Option 1, the whole range of arguments
came forward.

A further amendment was proposed to add an
amended paragraph 7 from the working party version
of resolution B431 as a new paragraph 10 to read
as follows:

"FURTHER RESOLVES

10. That, on grounds of potential abuse, AI should
ake no part in the drafting of human rights

training programs for MSP personnel from
countries where human rights within AI's
mandate are systematically and persistently
iolated. However, this would not prevent AI

from clarifying that international human rights
instruments should routinely be part of training
f all MSP personnel."

This was agreed.

Straw votes were employed to narrow the range of options
between 2 and 4 (b) so that formal decision-making could be
focussed reasonably precisely. The first straw vote indicated
that a large majority did not favour Option 2. Tne second
was on the choice between the"evidence test" to be applied,
represented by "a" and "b" for both options 3 and 4; it showed
a preference for "b" over "a" by a proportion of about two
to one. The third straw vote on the choice between Options
3 and 4 came out virtually even. A small ad hoc drafting
group took several suggestions as to how this might be resolved
and came back with the alternative of the combined options
3(b) and 4(a). This proposition also included the provision
that calls for cessation may only be made in situations of
s stematic human rights violations, a limitation which had
inadvertently been omitted from the original resolution.

A fourth straw vote indicated a sizeable preference
for this alternative, and when subsequently moved for decision
it was passed by 19 votes to 6 with two abstentions.

Resolution B421 as amended was put to the vote
and agreed. For the text of the final decision of
the Council, see decision 24.2, page 30.
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The text of this alternative position as approved by
the working party is included in the full text of the
resolution as paragraph 8(a) and (b) and 9(a) and (b).

Paragraph 7 was deleted since it had been
included in resolution B421 above.

Having approved these crucial paragraphs, the working
party went on to consider the remaining paragraphs in the
draft resolution.

An addition to paragraph 3 was proposed, to use
the text of paragraph 9 of resolution B421 with the
words "ask searching questions" replacing "make such
approaches" as necessary. This was accepted as a
friendly amendment by the chair of the working
party.

A friendly amendment to paragraph 2 was proposed and
accepted whereby the words "does not support" were deleted
and replaced with the words "neither supports nor opposes".

An amended paragraph 9 was proposed by the IEC
member responsible, with the intention of clarifying
the issue. This amendment was agreed as follows:

Paragraph 4 was amended with the deletion of the words
ncomplicity on the part of the supplier country in human
rights violations (within Al's mandate) in the receiver
country" and the insertion of the words "the MSP transfer
being used in the receiving country for the violation of
human rights within Af's mandate".

A new paragraph, to be numbered 7, was inserted after
paragraph 6. It reads as follows:

"7. That, on grounds of potential abuse, AI will not
involve itself in the drafting of human rights elements
for the training of MSP personnel from countries where
human rights within AI's mandate are systematically
and persistently violated."

"9. That all proposed calls for cessation of
MSP transfers be referred to the IEC which
should consider the effectiveness of a
proposed action which, among other things,
should involve assessing its consistency

ith the country strategy. The IEC should
eport and explain its decision to the
elevant section."

The working party supported the request of the FRG Section
that the IS elucidate the ways and circumstances in which
considerations of country strategy might affect decisions
regarding possible calls for cessation.

The resolution B431 as amended was put to the
vote; a recorded vote was called for which was 59
in favour, 21 against and 12 abstentions. For
the text of the final decision of the Council,
see decision 24.3, page 32.

B44 Information, Coordination and Research

Resolution B431, as amended, was passed with 18 in
favour, 6 opposed and two abstentions.

The following resolutions were not dealt with by the working
party due to lack of time: 8441, B443, and B444. Resolution
B4411 had previously been withdrawn.

Subsequent to this decision, the following resolutions
were withdrawn: 8432, B433, B434, B435, 8436, B437, B438
and B439.

Resolution 8441 was introduced in the plenary
as an amendment to resolution B445 (see below).

In the plenary session, the Swedish Section
proposed to reintroduce "Option 1", arguing that
to decide on any other option would be to take
AI into a new field of techniques which had not been
proved to be effective and which could damage AI's
image of independence and impartiality. Against
this position it was argued that the decision for
a call for cessation would be at the discretion of
the IEC and therefore would only be used when it
was felt to be effective. "Option 1" of resolution
8431 was put to a vote and defeated.

Resolutions B443 and B444 were withdrawn.

Resolution B445

Discussion on this resolution was, of necessity, brief.
A new paragraph (numbered 3) was added. It reads as follows:

"3. To encourage the IS to develop the procedures it is
to follow when approaching supplier governments in
countries where there are no AI sections."

The resolution, as amended, was passed by consensus.

On resolution B431 as proposed by the working
party, it was pointed out that in paragraphs 8a) and
9a) (to become 7a) and 8a)), the words "and widespread"
should be added after "systematic". This was agreed.

A new paragraph 3 was proposed by the Dutch
Section as follows:

"To create possibilities for AI to undertake,
stimulate or commission research in this field."
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The amendment was put to the vote and agreed. Insert the following paragraph:The remaining paragraphs of the resolution were
renumbered accordingly. "The three core languages of the international

movement, as previously established by theThe following amendments to paragraphs 1 and International Council, remain English, French2 were proposed: and Spanish. Production of major documents in
these languages supports the work for prisonersadd to paragraph 1: and the development of the movement in new areas.
In line with expanded development efforts,"In order to safeguard AI's impartiality in materials will also be produced in Portugueseits MEC/MSP work, these steps should include and Arabic. Where possible, sections are encourageda consideration of initiatives relating to to contribute to these itIternational multilingualismMEC/MSP work in countries where there are efforts at the translation, revision, productionno AI sections." and distribution stages; they should also endeavour,
where possible, to meet some or all of the costsadd to paragraph 2: involved. Whenever an AI publication is translated
into another language, every effort must be made"including procedures for AI sections to submit to meet common standards of translation in lineproposals relating to MEC/MSP work in countries with those used by the International Secretariat."where there are no AI sections."

Resolution 853
These amendments were agreed.

The working party agreed that the IEC should give the reviewResolution B445 as amended was put to a vote of AI's public information program sufficient priority soand adopted. For the text of the final decision, that it can be completed in due time.see decision 24.4, page 34.

The resolution was carried by consensus. For the text85 PUBLIC INFORMATION PROGRAM of the final decision of the Council, adopted by
consensus, see decision 25, page 3 5 .Resolutions B51 and B52 were not discussed due to lack of

time, nor was the proposed French Section amendment to chapter 86 WORK WITH INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS6.4 of the Draft Two-Year Plan.

In introducing Chapter 7 of the Draft Two-Year Plan, the IECIn the plenary, it was agreed to refer resolution highlighted the main issues. On a question as to why relationsB51 to the IEC. It was also agreed to refer with the United Nations High Commission for Refugees were notesolution B52 to the IEC, so that it could be mentioned, it was pointed out that this was simply an oversighttaken into account in the Publications Review. For and it was agreed that a reference be made in the final textthe text of the resolutions, see referred resolutions of this chapter of the plan.
7 and 8, pages 57-58.

Resolution B61
Regarding the proposed amendment from the French

Section to Chapter 6 of the Draft Plan, it was The resolution was discussed in closed session. The Australianpointed out that Working Party D had made the necessary Section had amended the third paragraph to read as follows:budgetary provisions since it was under the impression
hat Working Party B had discussed it.	 "REQUESTS the IEC to develop such alternative

mechanisms to replace ICM attendance as a matterThe IEC spoke in support of the amendment, of priority;"
xplaining that it had been left out of the Draft

Plan by mistake. A further amendment to the text A proposed amendment to delete the third paragraph waswas accepted as friendly by the French Section. accepted and the resolution was then carried by consensus for
reference to Working Party C. For the decision of theThe following amendment to the Draft Plan, Council, see Report of Working Party C, page 99.paragraph 6.4 was agreed by the Council by consensus:
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Resolution B62

The British Section introduced several amendments to stress
the importance of working with other NG0s: the addition of
two preambular paragraphs, the insertion of "and international
non-governmental" in the first operative paragraph, and the
addition of a new last paragraph. These were accepted and
the amended resolution was carried by consensus.

Report of Working Party C: Organization

In the plenary, an amendment was proposed to
delete specific reference to the European inter-
governmental bodies, on the grounds that Europe
should not be given priority. This amendment was
defeated.

Austrian Section

UK Section

International Secretariat

Chairperson.

Rapporteur:

Secretary.

Franz Schneider

Pat Duffy

Rosy Parsons

The resolution as proposed by the working party
was put to a vote and agreed. For the text of the
decision, see decision 26, page 35.

B7 ANY OTHER BUSINESS

There was no other business.

01 The meeting was opened by Franca Sriuto (IEC).

02 A roll-call of participants was taken.

03 Franz Schneider and Pat Duffy were appointed chairperson
and rapporteur respectively.

A vote of thankswas made to the interpreters for their
excellent work and cooperation.

04 Matters referred from the plenary session were proposed for
inclusion in the agenda under the following headings:
possible closure of the Pakistan Section - C2; issues relating
to the implementation of procedures for nominations to the
IEC - C4: international strategy meetings - C5; and decentralized
projects - C6.

05 The proposed agenda of the working party was adopted.

Cl AI DEVELOPMENT

The Draft Two-Year Plan Chapter 2: AI Development was introduced
by Jan Egeland on behalf of the IEC.

During the general discussion which followed, suggestions
for section involvement in development and ideas for inter-
section cooperation were welcomed. Some dissatisfaction was
expressed, however, with the pace of development, due partly
to the allocation of resources. It was also felt that a
major review of development policy was needed. The role
of the Amnest International Newsletter in relation to
development was raised. On the subject of developing sections
giving feed-back on their needs, one difficulty for them
would be that they may still be in the process of learning
their own needs.
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The Belgian Section asked that it be recorded that they
agreed with the principle of bilateral cooperation as outlined
on page 17 of the Draft Plan, on the following conditions:
that bilateral cooperation should preferably not be exclusive
between two countries, not for too Ion a period, not direct
(that is, not without IS/IEC mediation and supervision, and
not outside the international development plan), and not
between countries with a articularl sensitive historical
background, for instance, former colonial powers with ex-
colonies. The purpose of these four conditions is to have
safeguards against the installment of a fatal dependency
financial dependency as well as moral dependency, and to
avoid what could be called relations of a feudal or paternalist
type.

It was proposed by a member of the IEC that
since IEC sub-committees were supposed to be
smaller gatherings, attendance by regional
representatives should be at the discretion of the
IEC. It was agreed to change the word "RESOLVES"
to "RECOMMENDS" to meet this concern. A proposal
to amend this paragraph to read "at least one
representative from each region" was defeated. It
was agreed to add the words "and problems" to
paragraph 2.

Resolution Cll

With these amendments, the resolution was
adopted by the Council by consensus. For the
text of the final decision, see decision 28, page 37.

Resolution C14
Resolutions C11 and C12 were amended by the proposers
to form combined resolution Cll. This combined resolution,
as further amended by the working party, was approved.

The first paragraph was amended to include fair trials. A
new second paragraph was added. The "ENDORSES" paragraph was
amended. The original last paragraph was slightly amended,
and a new last paragraph was added. The resolution was
passed as amended:

In the plenary, a few further amendments were
made. The word "permanent" was replaced by the
word "recurring" and the words "and problems" were
added to the "REQUESTS" paragraph. Since the nature
of the regional meetings in the years between ICMs
was not clear, an additional paragraph was added as
follows:

- First ara ra h

"ASKS the IEC to decide in consultation with
the sections and groups how to undertake the
regional meetings in the years between ICMs."

"reco nizin the need for the establishment of AI
as a truly international movement in order to work
more effectively for prisoners of conscience and
fair trials, and against torture and the death
penalty,"

- New second ara ra h
The resolution as amended was adopted by consensus.
For the text, see decision 27, page 36.

Resolution C13

"stressin the spirit of participation of developing
sections in the planning of development steps as
expressed and detailed in resolution C13,"

The US Section introduced a revised version of their original
resolution (C13) which was then replaced by another version by
the Peruvian, Italian, Chilean and Venezuelan Sections.
That version was the basis of the discussion and was carried
by a large majority after including a few amendments.

- New ara ra h

In view of its financial implications, the resolution
was passed on for consideration to Working Party D.

"ENDORSES the policy of the IEC to consolidate
the work of the established membership structures
in the Americas, Africa, Asia and Europe, paying
due attention to the specific needs of developing
sections as well as those of larger sections,
while gradually increasing mailing lists and
contacts with potential members and relevant
target sectors in new countries in these regions."

It was pointed out in the plenary that the
working party had clarified that the regional meetings
requested by this resolution did not have to take
place within the next two-year period but could be
planned over a longer period.

- Ori inal last ara ra h

"REQUESTS all sections to produce annual reports and
plans to the IEC to assist the international movement
in the assessment of resources and needs,"
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- New last ara raph 
 Resolution C21

"RESOLVES that these annual reports and plans
should be circulated to sections, including
sections' problems unless requested otherwise
by the respective section for reasons of
confidentiality."

The resolution aimed at deletion of 1982 ICM decision 50,
section IV, article 4, and the deletion of the words "or
previously held position" in article 5.

In the plenary two amendments were agreed: to
change the word "produce" to "submit" in the
"REQUESTS" paragraph and to change the word
"RESOLVES" to "ENCOURAGES" in the last paragraph.

The resolution as amended was adopted by
consensus. For the text, see decision 29, page 38.

Views were expressed that previously held positions
should be a consideration in electing and appointing
members of section governing bodies and senior staff
members. On the other hand the view was also expressed
that an organization like AI should take into account that
a person may change his/her views and should not be
judged on the past. When put to a vote, the former view
was supported, and the proposal to delete article 4 was
heavily defeated.

C2 AI SECTIONS
The words "or previously held position" were retained

in article 5, and article 5 was amended by the working party
to read as follows:

Resolution on the Pakistan Section

Jan Egeland introduced a resolution from the IEC dealing with
possible closure of the Pakistan Section, which had been
allocated for initial discussion to Working Party C.
Background information was circulated to the working party
(see appendix). The motion was carried with 25 votes in
favour, 4 against.

"In any situation of uncertainty as to whether or not
a present position or previously held position should
be treated as coming within the above rules, the section
and/or the member concerned should seek the opinion
of the International Executive Committee. All parties
concerned should strive for agreement, but if this is
not reached the final decision lies with the IEC."

The Chairperson of the Council explained that
a decision to close a section required a three-
quarters vote in favour in accordance with Article
41 of the Statute. A question had been raised as
to whether such a decision was in order at this
meeting since no notification had been sent to
sections in advance. The chairperson had taken
advice from two international lawyers as to whether
this was a mandatory provision in the Statute (that
before taking a decision all sections are informed)

,and whether it implied advance notification to
sections. The advice was that it is possible to
interpret "before taking such action" as including
notification of such action at the ICM itself.
With this advice, the chairperson ruled that the

matter was in order.

The resolution was adopted by consensus. For
the text, see decision 31, page 40.

Resolution C22, C23, and C24: Affiliated membershi

The British Section introduced a revised resolution C22 in
an attempt to combine the main principles of the three above
resolutions dealing with affiliated membership.

Introductory statements were made by the three movers of
the resolutions. It was agreed that the working party would
first discuss the principles and policies on affiliated
membership. Out of the three resolutions to the working
party, four main topics were discussed:

Jan Egeland introduced the proposal for the IEC.
He gave further background to the situation in the
Pakistan Section which had led to this resolution,
requesting the ICM to authorize the IEC to close the
section in six months if it failed to establish a
firm basis for AI activities. It was clarified that
when there is no formal section structure in a
country, AI activities can be carried out by
individual subscribers.

whether or not to terminate affiliated membership;

whether all sections should be able to have
affiliated membership;

voting rights for affiliated members;

The resolution was put to a vote and carried
by 84 votes in favour, one against and two abstentions.
For the text of the decision, see decision 30,
page 39.

guidelines to be drafted for the acceptance of
affiliated membership. The guidelines would then
include - a) guidelines for voting rights for

affiliated membership,
voting rights only under exceptional
circumstances,
financial contributions
categories of affiliation.
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A long discussion on these topics took place, in which
14 sections participated. This discussion led to a straw
vote on the questions listed above: the results oi the straw
vote were as follows:

There follow three optional second clauses to this proposal:

tion 1

"DECIDES that new and existing sections without affiliated
membership may not introduce affiliation."

Straw vote on 
 -16 in favour,16 against
on 
 -15 in favour,15 against
on 
 - 10 in favour,21 against
on 
 - a) 29 in favour, 0 against





 11 in favour, 16 against





 31 infavour, 0 against





 29 in favour, 1against

tion 2

"DECIDES that, where new or existing sections wish
to introduce affiliated membership, they may do so
only after consultation with the IEC."

tion 3
Following the straw vote, a drafting committee comprised

of the Netherlands, Norway and UK Sections were requested
to formulate alternative resolutions based on C22, C23, and
C24, taking into account the results of the straw vote.
Their work resulted in three different proposals which were
put to the working party.

"DECIDES that sections wishing to develo affiliated
membership may do so."

A vote was taken. The paragraphs RESOLVES and CONFIRMS
were carried. The vote on the three options was as follows:

Pro osal A

"The International Council

DECIDES that there should be no affiliated membership
of Amnesty International,

REQUESTS the IEC to determine a procedure whereby this
can be achieved."

tion 1 - defeated (10 in favour, 15 against)

tion 2 - 11 in favour, 11 against

tion 3 - defeated (9 in favour, 19 against)

Pro osal C

"The International Council

This proposal was ruled out of order by the Chair under
Standing Order 9.2 (a) on the grounds that it constituted a
direct negative to resolutions C22, C23 and C24, by making
affiliated membership absolutely impossible. This ruling
was challenged by the Dutch delegate. A vote was taken on
the ruling and the challenge was defeated.

The Dutch delegate asked that the text of Proposal A
and the ruling of the Chair be recorded in the working party
report.

RESOLVES that . . . (same text as in RESOLVES paragraph
of Proposal B)

CONFIRMS that sections wishing to develop affiliated
membership may do.

DECIDES that such affiliated members should carry
voting rights only in exceptional circumstances."

The paragraph RESOLVES is identical with the RESOLVES
paragraph of Proposal B, which was carried.

Pro osal B

"The International Council
The paragraph CONFIRMS is identical with Option 3 of

Proposal B, which had already been defeated.

RESOLVES that the IEC should develop guidelines relating
to all aspects of affiliated membership, and should
report on these guidelines to the Meeting on Implementation
and Review in 1984. These guidelines should take account
of the discussion at the 1983 ICM.

The paragraph DECIDES was defeated (6 in favour, 14
against).

Of the three ro osed resolutions voted on, therefore,
onl Pro osal B with 0 tion 2 would a ear to hold out a
ossibilit of consensus.

CONFIRMS that sections wishing to retain affiliated
membership may do so." In the plenary, an amended version of C23 was

introduced by Jan Egeland on behalf of the IEC.
This resolution, proposing to delay a final decision
until the ICM in 1985, was adopted by consensus. For
the text, see decision 32, page 40.
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C3 INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL

Resolution C31

In the plenary, it was suggested to delete paragraph
c) to take into account the fact. that in some sections
a group member does not pay a fee. An alternative amendment
was proposed, to add to paragraph c) the words "according
to the statutes of the section". This amendment was carried.
All other amendments were defeated. The resolution as
amended was put to the vote and adopted. For the text,
see decision 35, page 42.

Resolution C34

Following their hosting of the ICM last year, the Italian Section
felt that it would ease problems between the host section and
the press if certain provisions for contacts between the
section and the press were made. The suggestions made were:
a public event which press could attend; a press interview
with IS/IEC members; linking the ICM to the launch of a
campaign.

The Italian Section asked that this be recorded in the
working party report.

This resolution was carried by consensus as a recommendation
to sections in order to enable the Council to effectively
carry out its functions.

In the paragraphs 6 and 7 "DECIDES" was amended to
"RECOMMENDS", and an additional paragraph immediately
following paragraph 7 was inserted to read:

For the text of the decision adopted by the
Council, see decision 36, page 43.

"RECOMMENDS that the host section reports to the
IEC about the development effects of the ICM."

Before consideration of resolutions C35 and C36 the Chair,
in accordance with his earlier ruling, asked that any NGO
observers present should leave the meeting room while this
business was discussed.

* * * * * * 11: * * *
The resolution was further amended by the additional

operative paragraph v)as follows:

Resolution C35
"the IEC shall be authorized, in the event of unforeseen
circumstances preventing the organization of the ICM in the
venue decided by the ICM, to invite and select an
alternative venue."

The working party received the consideration of Working Party
B on this resolution (see page 89 ).

The ICM agreed to note that the issue of the
development-related effects of holding an ICM should
be discussed at regional meetings.

Paragraph 3 was amended to read:

"REQUESTS the IEC to develop such alternative mechanisms
to replace ICM attendance."

The IEC was also asked to clarify the nature of
the report to be submitted by the host section.

The resolution as amended was carried.

For the text of the final decision, see decision
page 40.

Due to lack of time, the Council was unable to
consider this resolution. It was therefore referred
to the IEC. For the text, see referred resolution
9, page 59.

Resolution C32

Resolution C36
This Statute amendment was carried by consensus.

For the text agreed by the Council, see decision
page 42.

This resolution was referred to the IEC to be considered
in the light of the previous recommendation.

Resolution C33
The Council did not consider this resolution and

therefore it was automatically referred to the 1EC.
See referred resolution 10, page 59.

This resolution was amended to clarify that "membership" in
the resolution refers to individual membership, and that this
definition is only meant to apply when calculating voting rights
at the ICM on the basis of individual members.

C4 INTERNATIONAL EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

Resolution C41
The resolution was amended and adopted.

The working party was informed that Working Party D had ruled
this resolution out ot order due to its Statute implications.
The working party concurred with this ruling.
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Procedures for nominations to the IEC

This subject, which was referred to the working party by
the opening plenary session, was spoken to by the Returning
Officer.

Decentralization of Pro'ects

This subject was referred to the working party by the opening
plenary session.

The working party agreed that the implications of the
procedures laid down for the election of members to the
IEC and other appropriate officers by 1982 ICM decision 41
should be considered by the IEC, in order that these procedures
are clarified for future nominations.

The question of the status of decentralized projects was
raised, and in particular that of the children's project which
had been decentralized to the Danish and UK Sections.

C5 INTERNATIONAL CONSULTATIONS

Resolution C51

Jose Zalaquett, on behalf of the IS, replied that many
matters are now rationally and routinely decentralized, for
example, the hosting of the "disappearances" meeting by the
US Section and of the EJE conference by the Netherlands
Section, and section involvement in translations and
publications. Decentralization had thus become an accepted
part of the working practices of the international movement.

This resolution was proposed in an amended version to the
working party. The amended resolution was carried by
consensus.

C7 IS ADMINSTRATION

Resolution C71

The resolution was adopted by the Council by
consensus. For the text, see decision 37, page 44.

This resolution was also due to be dealt with in Working
Party D. Paragraph 3 was amended to read:

Resolution C52 "- maintain and extend the training program for
IS staff, including a practical introduction
to the organization of AI groups and sections
and specialized training projects to meet the
varying needs of staff;"

This resolution suggesting further guidelines for international
meetings was carried by consensus.

The resolution was adopted by the Council by
consensus. For the text, see decision 38, page 44. The amended resolution was carried and referred to

Working Party D (see page114 ).
Resolution C53

In the discussion on this resolution, the Dutch Section
delegate raised the question of international strategy
meetings which had been referred from the plenary. It was
agreed that this concern was met by paragraph 4 of the
resolution.

The Chair expressed gratitude to the interpreters and
other helpers who had assisted the work of the meeting.
The working party closed at 18.55 hours.

The working party also received the considerations of
Working Party B on action planning. The resolution was
carried by consensus.

The resolution was adopted by the Council by
consensus. For the text, see decision 39, page45.

C6 INFORMATION HANDLING AND NEW TECHNOLOGY

Resolution C61

A representative of the IS spoke to this resolution on behalf
of the IEC, and the resolution was carried by consensus.

The resolution was adopted by the Council by
consensus. For the text, see decision 40, page 45.
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REPORT ON AGREEMENT REACHED WITH THE PAKISTAN SECTION DURING A VISIT
TO PAKISTAN 11 - 16 AUGUST 1983

Due to various organizational problems and a volatile political
climate the Pakistan Section has since its foundation in 1975
never been able to fulfil such basic and minimum requirements
as contained in the "Guidelines for Sections and Groups".
Apart from a brief period around the recognition of the section
the International Secretariat has not received regular activities
reports or records of any active groups.

After repeated discussions on the issue in the IS and the
IEC, and after several letters addressing the problem of lacking
communication, the March 1EC meeting decided to recommend that
the section formally close itself and advised the section that the
IEC as an alternative procedure would recommend the closure of the
section at the 1983 ICM.

Following a letter from the Secretary General of the Pakistan
Section rejecting the proposal for closure of the section, Jan Egeland
of the IEC visited Karachi 11-16 August seeking a final agreement
with the section on either a procedure for formal closure or,
circumstances permitting, a development program of activities with
international assistance.

After several discussions with representatives of the Executive
Committee and other interested persons considerable interest and
potential was expressed in favour of a final and coherent six
months' effort in the field of a membership drive, membership
training and group formation. Both the president of the section,
barrister-at-law N.K. Jatoi, and the Secretary General of the section,
advocate Hashmat Habib, were of the opinion that circumstances were
more favourable for AI development in Pakistan now than previously.

At an emergency meeting of the Executive Committee called on
15 August (also other interested people attended); an agreement was
signed which includes the following elements (see full agreement,
Appendix):

- During a six months'trial period (1 September 1983 - 1 March
1984) full servicing and development assistance will again be offered
from the IS/IEC (this was discontinued in December 1981 as no
activities were reported after a development visit by Dick Oosting
in May 1981).

- The Pakistan Section undertakes to implement the various
elements of a basic development plan (as reached during Dick Oosting's
visit in May 1981) which in the coming six months will emphasize
reporting to the IS on membership training and group formation.

- The Pakistan Section and the IEC request the ICM to
delegate to the IEC the authority to initiate a longer term
development plan, or, if there has not been sufficient activity
by March 1983, to formally close the section and continue with
individual membership.
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- Such a longer term development plan should include a
two to six months' visit to the section by an experienced
AI member assisting the Executive Committee in implementing
the development program, and further one or more visits to
established sections by representatives of the Pakistan Section.

In view of the importance to implement this six months'
development plan the Executive Committee on its own initiative
decided not to exercise the right of the section to go to the
ICM. Instead it requested the IEC to grant a representative
of the section a visit to the IS/IEC and an established section
in the course of the six months to discuss specific problems and
possibilities for international assistance.

The undersigned is writing separate reports on follow-up
to the IEC/IS and also a letter of appreciation to the Pakistan
Section and President Jatoi and Secretary General Habib for the
truly impressive hospitality granted to the delegate on such a
short notice.

APPENDIX TO THE

REPORT ON AGREEMENT REACHED WITH THE PAKISTAN SECTION

DURING A VISIT TO PAKISTAN 11 - 16 AUGUST 1983

AGREEMENT on a six-month trial period of activities for the Pakistan
Section, to be followed by either a stepped up development program
for the Section, or closure of the formal section structure with
the continuation of individual memberships.

Bearin in mind the standard minimum "Guidelines for Sections and
2roups" (of the 1982 ICM);

Not in the detailed agreements for activities, training
and reporting to London/IS made between representatives
of Pakistan Section and Dick Oosting (May 1981),
and with the IS/IEC (August 198));

Reco nizin that due to lacking membership activities and
response to the IS/IEC since May 1981 the Pakistan
Section has not lately received regular mailings
from the IS and as such been dormant as a section;

Oslo, 24 August 1983, A rees to inform the International Council 1983 that IS
servicing and regular mailings will be resumed to
the Pakistan Section for a six months' trial
period;

Decides

Jan Egeland
International Executive Committee

that the Pakistan Section in this period undertakes
to implement the plan of action agreed upon by
the Secretary General of the Pakistan Section and
members of the IEC/IS dated 28 August 1981, and
the list of activities agreed upon during Dick
Oosting's visit in May 1981;

Underlines especially the agreement of the Pakistan Section -
submitting every two months activities reports
(first due, November 1983), providing records of
individual members participating in training/
study circles, Prisoners of the Month Campaign
participation, CAT campaign appeals and activities,
lawyers actions, and Amnesty local groups (these
records being due by 15 November and again 15
December).

A reein further to ask the ICM to delegate to the IEC
the authority to close the section if, by the
end of the trial period, 1 March 1984 reports
from the section and the IS indicate that activities
are not sufficient to maintain section status; if
however this six-month trial period has been
successfully carried out, the Pakistan Section
and the IEC/IS shall agree on a further development
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program including a training visit to an established
section by the coordinator of the Pakistani office
secretariat, and a development assistance visit
of 2-4 months length by a qualified member of an
established section to Pakistan.

Finall Decides that the contents of this agreement be presented
to the 1983 1CM to which a representative of
the Pakistan Section is invited.

Report of Working Party D: Finance

Claudine Wibaux French Section
then, Jan Postema Dutch Section

Jan Postema
then, Claudine Wibaux

Karachi 15 August 1983.

Chairperson:

Rapporteur:

Secretary: Denise Hollingbery International Secretariat

01 The Treasurer opened the meeting, welcoming in particular
Kevin White, past Treasurer and past member of the Financial
Control Committee, and Ian Plaistowe of the auditors.

(signed)
02 A roll-call was taken of all participants (see Appendix IV).

N.K. Jatoi
President of
Pakistan
Section

Jan Egeland
Vice Chairperson
of IEC

Hashmat Habib
Secretary General
of Pakistan
Section

03 Claudine Wibaux, French Section, was appointed chairperson and
Jan Postema, Dutch Section, rapporteur of the working party.
On the second day, the working party agreed to a proposal to
reverse the roles of chairperson and rapporteur.

04 The proposed agenda and timetable were approved and included
the following items referred from the plenary session:
resolution C41 and the Norwegian fund-raising drive. The
working party reported to Working Party A on resolutions 061
and 062 and received reports from Working Party C on
resolutions C13 and C71 and from Working Party A on resolution
A61. An amendment to the draft plan in item 6.4 submitted
by the French Section was examined.

05 MATTERS ARISING FROM THE PLENARY SESSION

Norwe ian Fund-Raisin Drive

See item D2.

Resolution C41

After a brief discussion as to whether the Treasurer
should be able to serve a longer term due to the need
for special qualifications, the working party came to
the conclusion that the proposed resolution was in
fact a Statute amendment. A vote indicated that the
working party felt the Japanese Section should be
encouraged to submit a Statute amendment to the 1985
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ICM, specifically to the effect that in the case of the
Treasurer one term of office served previously as a regular
member or staff representative on the IEC should not be
included in the calculation of the total number of terms of
office held.

At the same time, the low level of funds in the relief
account and the current attempt to increase relief
expenditure necessitates further donations for relief if
the needs are to be met.

This discussion was reported to Working Party C
(see page 99).

The working party noted the accounts for the six months
to 30 June 1983.

D1 REPORTS OF THE FINANCIAL POSITION

The Treasurer introduced the audited accounts to 31 December
1982 (FIN 04/01/83).

iv) Re ort of the Financial Control Committee (FIN 02/01/83

The FCC expressed its strong support for the Arthur Andersen
report, particularly with regard to computerization and
budgetary control. The FCC recognized a considerable
improvement in the presentation of the draft two-year
plans and budgets.

i) Re ort of the Auditors

Ian Plaistowe, of Arthur Andersen, pointed out that, as a
result of the incorporation of Amnesty International, the
presentation of the audited accounts is in a somewhat different
format from previous years.

In order to achieve a better flow of information, both
in auditing and organizational matters, the FCC had
initiated a discussion with sections and as a result of
further discussion in the working party the following
resolution was proposed by the Danish Section and
accepted by consensus:

1983 has been an excellent year, with expenditure below
budget, although this has been mainly due to a lower rate of
inflation than that provided for. However, this continues
the trend of the last four years and the new premises
investment is an additional factor of financial strength.

"The International Council

ii) Questions were raised about the apparent lack of budgetary
control on some items in the accounts. The Treasurer replied
that the overall budget was well under control and that the
high level of expenditure on staff travel was the result of
deliberate development policy.

REQUESTS the IEC to develop a document for
sections, similar to the"Organizational matters"
papers, that will deal with the methods of
setting up procedures for internal auditors
or controllers within sections."

The Council adopted this resolution by consensus.
See decision 42, page 46.

Both the Treasurer and the Auditor pointed out that the
forthcoming computerization in the International Secretariat
would improve budgetary control.

The working party noted with approval the audited accounts
to 31 December 1983 and noted also the Auditor's report.

The working party noted the report of the Financial
Control Committee, including its amended agenda for 1984
which included discussion of the Norwegian fund-raising
event. The Council also noted the report of the FCC.

D2 FUND-RAISING

The accounts were noted with approval by the
Council. See decision 41, page 46. Resolution D21

iii) Accounts for the six months to 30 June 1983 (FIN 04/03/83)

The Treasurer pointed out that the financing of expenditure
on the new premises was not appropriately reflected in the
accounts. For the moment, the relatively high number of
prepaid section contributions avoids the need to take up the
available bank loan and therefore pay interest on it.
However, only increased donations to the Program Reserve
and Special Projects Fund and additional contributions would
allow this policy to continue.

The purpose of this resolution was to encourage sections to
use the Campaign for the Abolition of Torture as a means to
raise funds (although the IEC member concerned stressed
that the prioritywas the campaign itself and that the
fund-raising was optional). A friendly amendment by the
Danish Section on the subject of a clearing house for the
exchange of fund-raising materials was accepted, as were
several other minor friendly amendments. The need for
the IEC to fully consult with sections on the implementation
of this resolution was stressed and the amended resolution
accepted by consensus.

The resolu ion was adopted by consensus by the
Counci . For the text, see decision 43, page 46.
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Trans-Sectional Fund-Raisin D3 SECTION FINANCES

The current AI policy that "No section shall raise or receive
funds from another country (or territory) where another AI
section exists" can no longer cope with the problems involved
as fund-raising becomes more sophisticated and more costly.
Fund-raising products are sometimes distributed through
many countries and while few sections have already had to
cope with the problems which arise from this, several sections
felt that AI needs new regulations as the situation evolves.

The working party noted the paper prepared by the IEC
on trans-sectional fund-raising and requested the IEC to
consult with sections before taking any decisions.

The paper "Section Income 1982/83 and Number of Groups at
1 June 1983" (FIN 06/04/83) was redistributed in an
amended form to the working party and was further amended
during the course of the meeting. See Appendix III for
schedule of section assessment for 1984.

Resolution 031

Resolution D31 (an enabling resolution submitted by the
IEC on behalf of the Financial Control Committee) was
designed to eliminate certain inequities in the assessment
system and was the result of a questionnaire circulated to
sections by the FCC.

Norwe ian Fund-Raisin Drive

The working party warmly congratulated the Norwegian Section
on its achievement in securing the rights to an exclusive
fund-raising drive on Norwegian television. A conservative
estimate of the likely income from this drive is £5 million.
There were various conditions that had to be met on when and
how the money was spent. Some also expressed concern about
the possible problems for the organization because of the
donation of such a large sum.

The main issue was seen to be whether the direct costs
of publications and fund-raising should be deductible under
the assessment system. It was felt that, under the present
system, there is a strong disincentive against these two
activities which are very much in AI's interest. Another
point of view was that publications is a technique among
others and it was feared that the possibility of deducting
direct costs might lead to loose management and false
reporting.

The acceptance of the project by the Norwegian Broadcasting
Corporation had only recently been given, but the Norwegian
Section and the International Secretariat were well aware of
the possible dangers of such an important operation.

This one-time operation should not discourage regular
fund-raising and the money must be allocated to specific
projects over several years. It would be very helpful if
sections came up with suggestions.

The fund-raising material and tapes will be made
available to other sections.

After a very lengthy discussion, it was decided that the
direct costs of publications and fund-raising should be
deductible from the gross income of sections before the
income-related fee is assessed. The amended resolution
was approved by consensus.

As a result of the decision to set the percentage of
gross income in item 9 at 10 per cent rather than 20 per cent,
paragraph two of the explanatory note to the resolution was
amended as follows:

*Activity
A

Activity Activity Activity

10,000 2,100 5,000 3,000

2,200 400 4,000

210 500 300

7,500 1,990

The Norwegian Section and the IEC were requested to
inform sections in writing of the details of the event
itself, and the preparations of it, and to consult with
sections about how the money should be spent and about
any other issues arising from this donation.

The working party furthermore requested the IEC to
send an interim report on the issue to the Meeting on
Implementation and Review in 1984 to ensure that the preparations
were made in close consultation with sections and so that
a final decision could be made and final guidance given
at the 1985 ICM.

3,000

Gross income

Direct costs 8,500

10 per cent of
gross income 1,000

Deductable costs

Assessable income 2,500 110 5,000

*Note: Activity refers to a publications program and not the
publication of an individual report.

It was noted that the definition of direct costs involved
would be referred to the IEC in consultation with the Financial
Control Committee.
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In the plenary, the Dutch Section proposed an
amendment to delete the reference to publications"
in paragraph 9) as a deductible item from section
income. It was pointed out that the inclusion of
publications was the main purpose of the resolution
which had been debated at length in the working
party. The amendment was put to the vote and
defeated.

system might discourage
Treasurer felt that the
sterling rose against all
felt that the inequities
worse than the difficulties

Some feared that the proposed
prepayment of contribution and the
system would collapse if the pound
other currencies. However, it was
and dangers of the status quo were
of the proposed system.

The Norwegian Section proposed to amend paragraph
9) by changing the 10 per cent to 20 per cent, in
order to decrease the burden on sections. It was
pointed out that the 10 per cent was the compromise
figure agreed in the working party after much
debate. The amendment was put to the vote and defeated.

A proposal to vote on paragraph 9) separately
was not accepted. A proposal to delete paragraph
9) altogether was put to a vote and defeated. The
resolution as recommended by the working party
was put to the vote and adopted.

For the text of the decision adopted by the
Council, see decision 44, page 47.

Two friendly amendments, one by the Spanish Section aimed
at discouraging speculation by sections, were accepted and
the resolution, amended as follows, was accepted by consensus:

paragraph 2:

"that each section pay quarterly in pounds sterling
the amount which can be purchased by 25 per cent of
the assessment stated in terms of local currency.
In the case of delayed payment, the rate of exchange
to be used shall correspond to the date on which the
payment should have been made. Prepayments of
contribution shall be considered as having been
made on their due date"

add paragraph 6:

Resolution 1)311

Resolution D311 was withdrawn.

Resolution 1)312

Resolution 1)312 was withdrawn.

Resolution 1)32

"the date of implementation to be for the assessment made in 1984"

The question of whether pre-payments should be
credited to any specific budget category or reflected
as a separate budget line should be clarified by the
IEC.

The resolution as amended was adopted by
consensus by the Council. See decision 46, page 49.

Resolution 0331

Resolution 1)32 was designed to aid the swift and fair
calculation of section assessment and to encourage sections
to implement the standardized reporting procedure more
fully. The working party recommended that the IEC further
develop the standardized accounting system and that it
urge sections to comply with it.

The resolution was accepted by consensus, with the sole
amendment that the final word "finalized" should be changed
to "implemented".

The resolution was adopted by the Council by
consensus. See decision 45, page 48.

Resolution D331 was withdrawn.

05 IS ADMINISTRATION

Resolution D51

At this stage, Working Party D received a report from Working
Party A on resolution A61 which had been adopted, as
amended, by a large majority of Working Party A. On this
basis, Working Party D addressed itself as to whether the IS
could integrate and train a large number of additional staff
and to reflect on the implications for the budget.

Resolution 033 A proposal from the Treasurer that

The purpose of this resolution was to protect sections from
the risks of foreign currency speculation, to spread the
inevitable risks of currency fluctuation over the whole
movement and hence to enable adequate financial planning
for those sections affected by the fluctuations of their
national currency.

"The International Council

AUTHORIZES the IEC to hire such additional staff
as can be successfully integrated in the IS, to
be funded if necessary from the contingency provision"

was rejected.
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Finally, resolution D51, amended as follows, was
accepted by a majority:

paragraph 5:

"The International Council
"AUTHORIZES the International Executive Committee,
on the advice of the Meetin on 1m lementation and
Review, to increase or decrease the income-related
fee calculated as a percentage of assessable income
for the second bud et ear b u to two ercenta e
oints; this assessable income would be based upon
financial reports submitted by the sections at the
close of their financial year in which the ICM takes
place."

ENDORSES the proposed program for the Administration
of the IS for 1984 and 1985, including the proposals to:

- provide for an increase of at least eight
posts in 1984 and at least six posts in 1985
(at least 14 over the next two years);

- maintain and extend the training program in
the IS, including specialized training projects
to meet the varying needs of staff;

- encourage contact between IS staff and the
membership by travel to sections judiciously
balanced against the adverse effects of
time spent away from the IS and cost-benefit
for sections."

paragraph 6:

"FURTHER AUTHORIZES the IEC, on the advice of the Meetin
on Im lementation and Review, to cover any approved
budget expenditure that cannot be covered by section
contributions in the second budget year from the
Program Reserve and Special Projects Fund."

The resolution was further amended in Working
Party C (see page101). The resolution as amended
by Working Party C and D was adopted by the Council
by consensus. For the text, see decision 49,
page 51.

The resolution was adopted by consensus by the
Council. See decision 47, page 50.

D4 DRAFT BUDGETS

(Paper: AI Index: FIN 03/01/83)

The Treasurer introduced the draft budgets for 1984 and
1985, highlighting the fact that budgeting for two years
rather than one required a certain amount of flexibility
for the second year. Therefore the Program Reserve and
Special Projects Fund would be used as a reserve to keep
the burden on sections to a stable level. He proposed to
limit the increase in assessment to 10 per cent, whereas
the expected growth of sections' income was approximately
17 per cent.

Resolution D41

This resolution sets up procedures for providing the IEC
with the flexibility to meet the needs of the IS within
certain rules, allowing for control by sections.

Resolution D41, with the following amendments, was
adopted by consensus (the amendments are underlined):

Bud etar im lications of resolutions A61, C13, D51 and
of the French amendment to the Draft Plan under item 6.4

Working Party D was under the impression that the French
amendment to the Draft Plan under item 6.4 on publications
and multilingualism had been discussed by Working Party B.
It was supported by the Treasurer and accepted by consensus.
(See Working Party B, page 88.)

It was agreed that the budget should be increased by
two posts to provide for the implications of resolutions
D51 and A61. This meant an increase of 0.4 per cent in
the proposed income-related fee. It was estimated that a
total sum of £160,000 over two years would be needed to
fund the proposals made in resolution C13 and allowance
in the budget was made of £80,000 per year.

Sections were asked whether they could meet these
additional fundings, which amount to a 1 per cent increase
in the proposed income-related fee. A provision for shortfall
of income (£62,300) was made, any further shortfall to be-funded
from the Program Reserve and Special Projects Fund. The Treasurer
insisted tnat, although volunatry, contributions to the Program
Reserve and Special Projects Fund were an absolute necessity that
sections should not overlook.

Working Party D noted the budgets as amended (see Appendices
I and II) and recommended their acceptance by the International
Council.

The Council adopted tne budgets as recommended
by the working party tor 1984 and 1985. For the
text of the decision, see decision 48, page 50.
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D6 RELIEF POLICIES AND PROCEDURES D7 ANY OTHER BUSINESS

Resolution D61

The resolution came as the result of an initiative at the

1982 ICM. The IEC conducted a survey of sections' relief

policy and found large discrepancies in amounts and procedures.

The main problem arising was with the acceptance of government

earmarked relief money but this was limited to one section

only. The IEC insisted that this was a highly sensitive area:

AI might be seen as channelling funds on behalf of governments

to specific countries; that would evidently blur its image

and endanger its work.

The working party did consider the possibility of

postponing a decision on D61 in order to take the advice of

the relief meeting in 1984 and to subsequently refer the

decision to the IEC or to the ICM 1985. A majority of

12 to 6 decided to come to a decision during this Council

meeting.

Resolution D61 was approved by consensus, with the

following amendment to the final paragraph:

The US Section pointed out that the AIUSA contribution

budgeted for 1984 was over 25 per cent of the total

international budget for that year and questioned whether

the payment of such a large percentage by an individual

section might pose problems of image or policy which

should be discussed by the movement.

A ointment of the Auditors

It was agreed that Arthur Andersen and Co should be

reappointed as auditors for 1984/85, although the

Treasurer pointed out that such reappointment should

not be a mere rubber-stamping.

The Council agreed to the working party's

recommendation. See page 13.

The working party expressed its thanks to the

outgoing Treasurer for his invaluable contribution to the

movement during his past eleven years as a member of the

IEC.

"DECIDES that from 1 January 1985 AI will no longer

accept grants for relief from governments or

intergovernmental bodies which have been earmarked

b such overnments or inter overnmental bodies

for a specific country, project or recipient.

The meeting ended with a vote of thanks to the

chairperson, rapporteur and secretary, with especial thanks

to the interpreters.

The
the

explanatory note to resolution D61 was endorsed with

following amendments:

- delete the sentence "It may be that at a later

stage a more restrictive policy which would rule

out government grants completely would be desirable"

from the penultimate paragraph of the explanatory

note; (this deletion was made in order not to

prejudice further discussions on the issue)

- delete ale whole of the final paragraph of the

explanatory note.

For the decision of the Council, see Report

of Working Party A, page70.

Resolution D62

Resolution D62 was approved by consensus, with the following

amendment to the final paragraph:

"WELCOMES the proposal to hold an international

meeting to discuss Al's relief operations as

soon as ossible in 1984."

The results of the discussion in Working Party D on

resolutions 061 and D62 were reported to Working Party A.



WORKING PARTY D APPENDIX I

AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL

TO 31ST DECEMBER 1985

198319841985

	

3,198,000 3,569,067 3,869,580

	

2,0002,000

	

1011 33862,3001,000

	

3,096,662 31508,7673,870,580

	

52,50053,50055,000

	

7,0007,500

	

7,0008,0008,800

	

4,0004,400

	

382,838 429,743684,462

	

3,539,000 4,0,0 04,630,742

	

1,875,4502,112,9002,333,400

	

298,700353,300393,200

	

264,000167,700320,500

	

146,700185,700239,800

	

369,700412,700420,070

	

107,500206,880236,750

	

197,450240,500284,500

	

102,500111,000117,600

	

(5%)177,000(3%,I20,330(3%) 138,922
. 1 /Ps

	

100,000146,000

	

3,539,0004,011,0104,630,742

	

25,00026,000

	

35,00070,000

	

80,00080,000

	

140,000176,000

	

40,00030,000

WORKING PARTY DAPPENDIX

PROGRAM RESERVE AND SPECIAL

8 months to

31.12.82

(unaudited)

Balance broughtforward841,977

Income

Contribution from sections

- general447,847

- premises102,974

Donations and Bequests207,943

Interest116,366

Other Income14 333

888,349
Surplus157,762

1,888,088

Ex enditure

Relief
 ••••

IS Budget276,532 '

Transfer to accumulated

reserve63,104

Premises816,363

1,155,999

Balance carried forward732,089

* Includes E120,000 capital repayment for premises

Outline Bud et 1986

Balance brought forward 174,046

Income 380,000

554,046

Expenditure 375,000

179,046

11

BUDGET

1984

£

423,251

.1•1

40,000

10 000

425,000

848,251

429,743.

429,743

418,508

1985

418,508

400,000

30,000

10 000

440,000

858,508

684,46

684,462

174,046

PROJECTS FUND

1983

732,089

250,000

40,000

34 000

324,000

1,056,089

382,838

250,000

632,838

423,251

DRAFT BUDGETS FOR THE TWO YEARS

Actual 8 monthsBudget

to 31.12.1982

(unaudited)

AIncome

Section Contributions1,714,061

Group fees
Less provision fbr 26,773

underpayment
1,687,288

Sales of Products:

Publications &38,347

Newsletter

Audio-visual &4,058

Microfilm

Exchange Gains1,114

Program Reserve and

Special Project Fund276,532

2,007,339

BEx enditure Summar(Details attached)

Salaries and related

expenses1,088,525

Administration and

support expenses178,194

International meetings89,969

Travel85,941

Building expense171,685

Other office expenses54,667

Printing, Press and

Publications104,137

Other expenses48,992

Contingency27,467
Surplus157,762

* 11. Additional allocations
MM.by WM, leas savings

2,007,339

Additional items

PUblications
Staff and related overheads
Development

Less reduction in interest payable

100,000 146,000
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WORKING PARTY D
APPENDIX IV

LIST OF PARTICIPANTS

Name Section

PART FIVE
List of Participants

Eric Moxham
Norbert Szirch
Tyrone Mapp
Annette Smedts
Michael Schelew
Line Thibault
Aase Rabbe
Anatolio Kronik
Ulla Suominen
Jean-Pierre Denquin
Michel Caen
Claudine Wibaux
Philipp Schaumann
Herbert Peters
Demosthenes Konaris
Sigridur Ingvarsdottir
Kevin White
Michele Mosca
Alfonso Alfonsi
Tommaso Cerasi
Mari Fujii
Jan Postema
Frits Davelaar
Bill Smith
Audun Madsen
Antonio Godinho
Gonzalo Fernos
Ignacio Diaz-Carvajal
Pilar Perez Mas
Monica Lindholm
Manne Wangborg
Gundhild Eriksson
Pepi Helg
Liz Jenkins
Jill Knight
Peter Duffy
Perdita Huston

DELEGATES

SECTIONS AND GROUPS

COUNTRY

AUSTRALIA

OBSERVERS

John Anderson
Eric Moxham
Ced Simpson

Andre Frankovits
Ian Gibson
Eric Sidoti

Australia
Austria
Barbados
Belgium
Canada
Canada
Denmark
Denmark
Finland

France
France
France
FRG
FRG
Greece
Iceland
Ireland
Italy
Italy
Italy
Japan
Netherlands
Netherlands
New Zealand
Norway
Portugal
Puerto Rico
Spain
Spain
Sweden
Sweden
Sweden
Switzerland
United Kingdom
United Kingdom
United Kingdom
USA

AUSTRIA Franz Schneider
Ingrid Reusch
Georg Barta
Norbert Szirch

Camille Hoffmann
Martin Herzberger
Christine Purucker
Peter Kranebitter
Ernest Fuhrmann
Michael Kerbler

BANGLADESH

BARBADOS

BELGIUM

Tyrone Mapp Greg Castagne

Amand d'Hondt
Claude Dekoninck
Willy Laes
Guido Ryckmans

Patrick Laheyne
Eric Gillet
Albert Fajerstzaijn
Eric David
Annette Smedts
Antoon de Baets

BRAZIL

CANADA

Adhemar S. Mineiro
Yara P. Santistevam

Line Thibault
Michael Schelew
Helen McIntyre

International Executive Committee

Jean-Philippe Desjeunes
Danielle del Burgo
Gabriel Régallet
Peter Gregory
Francoise Longhurst
Brian Cameron

Dirk Börner
Whitney Ellsworth
Menno Kamminga

Treasurer
CHILE Santiago Larrain Felipe Pozo

Eugenio Ahumada

COLOMBIA 91.N.

Financial Control Committee

Steve Abrams
Ivar Asp
Georges le Guevel

International Secretariat

Maria Cristina Salazar
Henry Jones
Carlos Montoya

COSTA RICA
Daniel Vartanian

Arthur Andersen & Co

Jose Zalaquett
Anne Weyman
Denise Hollingbery

Ian Plaistowe
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Wendy Cox

DENMARK

Ronan Tynan
Kevin WhitePreben Meier Pedersen

Anette Fischer
Kirsten Nielsen
Aase Rabbe

PARTICIPANTS

IRELAND

ISRAEL

Jacob Gammelgaard
Grete Lykke Poulsen
Daphne Gammeltoft
Claus Linstow
Marit Albrecht
Anatolio Kronik

Sara RokachNitza Shapiro-Libai

ITALY Cesare Pogliano
Antonio Marchesi
Amedeo Flachi

ECUADOR

FAROE ISLANDS

Michele Mosca
Guiliano Compagno
Gloria Gabrielli
Tommaso Cerasi
Alfonso Alfonsi
Antonello LotrontoAsa Winther PoulsenHalgir Winther Poulsen

Maud Heinesen
IVORY COAST Jean-Baptiste Zongo

FINLAND Ulla Suominen
Irma Swahn

Gisela Blumenthal
Mauno Kangasaho
Riikka Pilli-Sihvola

Ousmane Sylla
Suzanne Perrin
Janette Bernat

JAPAN

FRANCE Marc Mouro
Claudine Wibaux
Francoise Pasquier
Denyse Boyer
Michel Fournier

Kenkichi Nakadaira
Edith Hanson
Kazuko Okamoto

Jean-Pierre Chevalier
Odile Gaume
Isabelle Godron
Michel Caen
Aime Leaud
Carole Bat
Wladimir Vinaver
Marie-Helene Gerard
Lise Weill
Jean-Pierre Denquin
François Richard
Michel Caron

Mari Fujii
Akio Kawamura
Koichi Nimura
Toru Kanaya
Shirotaka Ishida
Megumi Komori
Minako Saito

Father Herbert Wottawah Benjamin Yoon
Oh Soo Young

REPUBLIC OF KOREA

LUXEMBOURG

MAURITIUS

Antoine Seck
Fernand Walch

John Taylor
Monique Jacoby

FEDERAL REPUBLIC
OF GERMANY

Parthiben Chellapermal

MEXICO Mauricio Guerrero
Helmut Frenz
Klaus Stahler
Philipp Schaumann
Ursula Koerner
Barbara Geier
Gisela Reprich

Sajan Ram Bhandary

Herbert Peters
Jacqueline Deloffre
Dieter Euler
Peter Klein
Reinhard Marx
Klaus Kollbach

Alma Lilia Roura
Montserrat Aseves

Radha Shyam Adhikari

Frans Eduardo

GHANA

GREECE

NEPAL

NETHERLANDS ANTILLES

NETHERLANDS
Opanin Kwadwo Osafo-Buabeng

Demosthenes Konaris
Zoe Spyromiliou

Dam Backer
Harry Hummel
Jan Postema
Charles Groenhuijsen
Kok van der Weijden

Maria Kalli-Piniou
Poly Papathanasopoulou
Nicos Kasdaglis
Xenia Theofanidou
Sofia Xanthaki

Anne de Beer
Martha Meyer
Paul van der Erve
Frits Davelaar
Ko Braun
Roel Ferhout

GUYANA

HONG KONG

ICELAND

NEW ZEALANDMerle McCormack Margaret Baird
Marie Smith

Ms YING Wan-Yuen

Sue Ineson
Vaila Williamson
Bill SmithKathy Maczka

Bernhardur Gudmundsson Felix Ade AkinwunmiNIGERIA

NORWAY

Adekunle AdeosunSif Adils
Sigridur Ingvarsdottir
Beogljot Gudmundsdottir

INDIA Niranjan Haldar
Dr D.S. Mehra

Audun GjOstein Madsen
Kjartan SOrland
Anniken Friis
Marianne Egeland

Edmund Selvik
Thomas Spence
Petter Gilsvik
Bjgirg Krane Bostad
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USA
PAKISTAN

PERU Santiago Tavara Mabel Loayza
Carmen Morales

Ann Blyberg
Jack Healey
Joanne Fox Przeworski
Perdita Huston
Juan Mendez

PORTUGAL

Larry Cox
Susannah Sirkin
Barney Rubin
Barbara MacDonald
Elizabeth Dreyfus
Candy Markman

Vitor Nogueira Antonio Godinho
Florence Vidal
Antonio Brito Georgy VladimovUSSR

VENEZUELA Alvaro Briceno
PUERTO RICO Patricia Riddick FernosGonzalo Fernos

SENEGAL

Nino Pagliacci
Marilou Carrillo
Myriam BousseletBacre Waly Ndiaye Augustine Dieng

Françoise Marl
Thiophile Ahoua INTERNATIONAL EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

SPAIN Javier Senen
Pilar Perez Mas

Agustin Perez
Carmen Retuerce
Ignacio Diaz-Carvajal
Paloma Flores
Angeles Noriega
Inaki San Juan

SRI LANKA

SWEDEN

Dirk Börner Federal Republic of Germany (Treasurer)
Jan Egeland Norway
Whitney Ellsworth USA
Wolfgang Heinz Federal Republic of Germany
Jan Willem den Herder Netherlands
Menno Kamminga IS Staff Representative
Edy Kaufman Israel
Franca Sciuto Italy
Suriya Wickremasinghe Sri Lanka

Oscar PereiraSenaka Walgampaya

Ulla Birgegard
Bodil Hansson
Monica Lindholm
Lars Ronnas
Kerstin Sundman

Financial Control Committee

Jan Bolling
Gundhild Eriksson
Inger Fahlander
Eva Magnusson
Per Stadig
Manne Wängborg USA

Sweden
France

Steve Abrams
Ivar Asp
Georges Le Guevel

SWITZERLAND Marta Fotsch
Pepi Helg
Michele Resin Chair erson and Alternate Chair erson of the Council

Thomas Cottier
Christine Ackermann
Michele Egli
Benz Tellenbach
Beate Maeder
Jean-Pierre Gerber USA

Netherlands
David Hinkley
Dick Oosting

TANZANIA Wilbert Kapinga
GUESTS

TRINIDAD Peter Quentrall-Thomas
Cordell Borde
Sidi Streetly
Arlene Blade

TUNISIA Sadok Marzouk
Mohamed Salah Fliss

Yul Anderson
Theo van Boven
JOrgen Kelstrup
Karel Kyncl
Victor Sole
BjOrn Stormorken

"Musicians for Amnesty" Project
Guest speaker
Medical Advisory Board
Guest speaker
AI representative at European Communities
Advisory Group on Information Handling and
Technology (InfoTech)

TURKEY INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

UNITED KINGDOM Inter overnmentalPeter Duffy
Martin Ennals
Ken Martin
Liz Jenkins
Janet Johnstone

Shelagh Doidge
Jill Knight
Sherman Carroll
Sue Adams
Pat Duffy
Jenny Stephenson

Commission of the European Communities
UNESCO
UN High Commissioner for Refugees
(UNHCR)

Michel Bourges-Manoury
Jacques Boisson
Ms H Taviani
Guy Prim
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Non- overnmental INTERPRETERS

Anti-Slavery Society
International Federation for Human Rights
International Federation of Free Teachers'

Unions

Lutheran World Federation
League of Red Cross Societies
Women's International League for Peace

and Freedom
World Alliance of YMCAs
horld Confederation of Labour
World Council of Churches
World Jewish Congress

Peter Davies
Yves Laurin
Elie Jouen
Francois Jouen
Ralston Deffenbaugh
Anne-Sophie Trosdahl-Oraug
Elena Lanni

World Medical Association
World Veterans Federation

Robert R. Dye
Dominique Aguessy
Maria Cirardet-Sbaffi
Serge C. Wagenbaum
Evelyne Toledano
Jean Mignon
Serge Wourgaft
Mr Cooper

INTERNATIONAL SECRETARIAT

Melanie Anderson
Chris Avery
Maggie Beirne
Sebastian Brett
Sreelata da Costa
Anne Dunn
Marguerite Garling
Wesley Gryk
Gerson Gu-Konu
Thomas Hammarberg
Denise Hollingbery
Billie Homan
Harvinder Kaur
Tony Klug
Friederike Knabe
Phi-van Lam-Le
Bernadette Molloy
Shahid Nadeem
Rosy Parsons
Eric Prokosch
June Ray
Richard Reoch
Gay Richards
Rowena Scott
Malcolm Smart
Malcolm Tigerschiold
Francoise Vandale
Jane Ward
Anne Weyman
Carline Windall
Clayton Yeo
Jose Zalaquett

Sue Hilton
Mme Hsu-Barouch
Marcia Martinez Covarrubias
Ruth Lambert
David Lambert
Augustin Larrauri
Josianne Lefebre-Dubuisson
Lourdes Lekuona Lertxundi
Catherine Leterrier
Jacqueline Noverraz-Dieulangard
Joan Olivar
Diana Mary Pidgeon
Marie-HelenePoffet
Mme Porro
Jose Rojas-Leon
Martine Schleich
Antonia Sieveking
Kathleen Joan Taylor
Claire Tolnay
Lidia Valdivia-Mendoza
William Worsdale

S. Monique Abelleira
Irene Andresco
Teresa Azcarate
Sophia Bertelsen
Angela Brewer
Dorothy Burnet
Ines Caravia
Ingrid Catton-Conty
Michele Chalandon
Jeannie de Clarens
Marie Michelle Clavel
Pauline Colquhoun
Una Crawley
Pamela Davidson
Olivia Debyser
Huong Do
Beatrice Dunner
Suzanne Establie
Andre Gaucheron
Elsa Haim
Cecilia Hare
Marine Henry

Researcher, Europe
Assistant Legal Adviser
Head of Campaign and Membership
Researcher, Americas
Regional Liaison Officer, Asia
IEC Assistant, Secretary General's Office
Research Attache, Paris
Deputy Head of Research
Regional Liaison Officer, Africa
Secretary General
Secretary, Administration
Assistant, RLO Asia
Secretary, Secretary General's Office
Campaign Coordinator
Head of Documentation and Information
Assistant, RLO Africa
Secretary, Asia Research Department
Campaign Coordinator
Secretary, Legal Office
Campaign Coordinator
Researcher, Middle East
Head of Press and Publications
Executive Assistant, Americas
Acting Regional Liaison Officer, Latin America/Caribbean

Head of Africa Research
Campaign and Membership Organizer
Researcher, Asia
Coordinator, Secretary General's Office
Administrative Manager
Secretary, Press and Publications
Head of Research
Deputy Secretary General
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As amended by the 16th International Council, meeting in Jouv-en-Josas, near Paris, France
31 August - 4 September 1983

OBJECT
I. CONSIDERING that every person has the right freely to hold and to express his or her convictions and the obligationto extend a like freedom to others, the object of AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL. shall be to secure throughout theworld the observance of the provisions of the Universal Declaration of Duman Rights, by.

irrespective of political considerations working towards the release of and providing assistance to persons who inviolation of the aforesaid provisions are imprisoned, detained or otherwise physically restricted by reason of theirpolitical, religious or other conscientiously held beliefs or by reason of their ethnic origin, sex, colour or language,provided that they have not used or advocated violence (hereinafter referred to as "Prisoners of Conscience");opposing by all appropriate means the detention of any Prisoners of Conscience or any political prisoners withouttrial within a reasonable time or any trial procedures relating to such prisoners that do not conform to internationallyrecognized norms;
opposing by all appropriate means the imposition and infliction of death penalties and torture or other cruel,inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment of prisoners or other detained or restricted persons whether or notthey have used or advocated violence.

METHODS
2. In order to achieve the aforesaid object, AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL shalL

at all times maintain an overall balance between its activities in relation to countries adhering to the different worldpolitical ideologies and groupings;
promote as appears appropriate the adoption of constitutions, conventions, treaties and other measures whichguarantee the rights contained in the provisions referred to in Article  l hereof;support and publicize the activities of and cooperate with international organizations and agencies which work forthe implementation of the aforesaid provisions;
take all necessary steps to establish an effective organization of sections, affiliated groups and individual members;secure the adoption by groups of members or supporters of individual Prisoners of Conscience or entrust to such groupsother tasks in support of the object set out in Article 1;

0 provide financial and other relief to Prisoners of Conscience and their dependants and to persons who have lately beenPrisoners of Conscience or who might reasonably be expected to be Prisoners of Conscience or to become Prisoners ofConscience if convicted or if they were to return to their own countries, and to the dependants of such persons;work for the improvement of conditions for Prisoners of Conscience and political prisoners;provide legal aid, where necessary and possible, to Prisoners of Conscience and to persons who might reasonably beexpected to be Prisoners of Conscience or to become Prisoners of Conscience if convicted or if they were to returnto their own countries, and, where desirable, send observers to attend the trials of such persons;publicize the cases of Prisoners of Conscience or persons who have otherwise been subjected to disabilities inviolation of the aforesaid  provisions:
send investigators, where appropriate, to investigate allegations that the rights of individuals under the aforesaidprovisions have been violated or threatened;
makerepresentations to international organizations and to governments whenever it appears that an individual is aPrisoner of Conscience or has otherwise been subjected to disabilities in violation of the aforesaid provisions;1) promote and support the granting of general amnesties of which the beneficiaries will include Prisoners of Conscience;m) adopt any other appropriate methods for the securing of its object.

ORGANIZATION
3.  AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL shall consist of sections, affiliated groups and individual members.4. The directive authority for the conduct of the affairs of AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL is vested in the InternationalCouncil.
5. Between meetings of the International Council, the International  Executive Committee shall be responsible for theconduct of the affairs of AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL and for the implementation of the decisions of the InternationalCouncil.
6. The day-to-day affairs of AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL shall be conducted by the International Secretariat headed bya Secretary General under the direction of the International Executive Committee.7. The office of the International Secretariat shall be in London or such other place as the International Executive Committeeshall decide and which is ratified by at least one half of the sections.



SECTIONS
S. A section of AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL may be established in any country, state or territory with the consent of

the International Executive Committee. In order to he recognized as such, a section shall (a) prior to its recognition
have demonstrated its ability to organize and maintain basic AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL activities, OD consist of
mit less than two groups and 20 members, (c) submit its statute to the International Executive Committee for approval,
(d) pay such annual fee as may be detennined by the International Council, (e) be registered as such with the
International Secretariat on the decision of the International Executive Committee. Sections shall take no action on
matters that do not fall within the stated object of AMNESTY INTERNATION Al The International Secretariat shall
maintain a register ot sections. Sections shall act in accordance with the working I des and guidelines that are adopted

from titne to tirne by the International Council.

Groups ot not less than five members may, on payment of an annual fee determined by the International Council, become
affiliated to AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL or a section thereof. Any dispute as to whether a group should be or remain
at Ciliated shall be decided by the International Executive Committee. An affiliated adoption group shall accept for
adoption such prisoners as may from time to time be allotted to it by the International Secretariat, and shall adopt
no others as long as it remains affiliated to AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL. No group shall be allotted a Prisoner of
Conscience detained in its own country. Each section shall maintain and make available to the International Secretariat
a register of affiliated AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL, groups. Groups in a country without a section shall be registered
with the International Secretariat. Groups shall take no action on matters that do not fall within the stated object of
AMNESTY INTERNAT MAL. Groups shall act in accordance with the working rules and guidelines that are adopted
Iron) time to time by the International Council.

INDIVIDUAL MEMBERSHIP
Individuals residing in countries where there is no section may, on payment to the International Secretariat of an annual
subscription fee determined by the International Executive Committee, become members of AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL.
with the consent of the International Executive Committee. In countries where a section exists, individuals may become
international nwnthers ot AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL with the consent of the section and of the International
Executive Committee. The International Secretariat shall maintain a register of such members.
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Except as otherwise provided in the Statute, the International Council shall make its decisions by a simple majority
of the votes cast. In case of an equality of votes the Chairperson of the International Council shall have a casting vote.

The International Council shall be convened by the International Secretariat by notice to all sections and affiliated
groups not later than 90 days before the date thereof.

The Chairperson of the International Executive Committee shall at the request of the Committee or of not less than
one-third of the sections call an extraordinary meeting of the International Council by giving not less than 21 days'
notice in writing to all sections.

The International Council shall elect a Treasurer, who shall be a member of the International Executive Committee.

The International Council may appoint one or more Honorary Presidents of AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL to hold
office for a period not exceeding three years.

The agenda for the meetings of the International Council shall be prepared by the International Secretariat under the
direction of the Chairperson of the International Executive Committee.

INTERNATIONAL COUN('IL
The International Council shall consist ot the members of the International Executive Committee and of representatives
of sections and shall meet at intervals ot not more than two years on a date fixed by the International Executive Committee.
Only representatives of sections shall have the right to vote on the International Council.

All sections shall have the right to appoint one representative to the International Council and in addition may appoint
representatives as follows.

10 49 groups
50 99 groups

100 199 groups
200 - 399 groups
400 groups or over

I representative
2 representatives
3 representatives
4 representatives
5 representatives

Sections consisting primanly of individual members rather than groups may as an alternative appoint additional representatives
as follows•

530- 2,499 1 representative
2,500 and over . 2 representatives

Only sections having paid in full their annual fee as assessed by the International Council for the two previous fmancial
years shall vote at the International Council. This requirement may be waived in whole or in part by the International Council.

One representative of each group not forming part of a section may attend a meeting of the International Council as an
observer and may speak thereat but shall not be entitled to vote.

A section unable to participate in an International Council may appoint a proxy or proxies to vote on its behalf and a
section represented by a lesser number of persons than its entitlement under Article 13 hereof may authorize its representative
ur representatives to cast votes up to its maximum entitlement under Article 13 hereof.

Notice of the number of representatives proposing to attend an International Council, and of the appointment of proxies,
shall be given to the International Secretariat not later than one month before the meeting of the International Council.
This requirement may be waived by the International Executive Committee.

17 . A quorum shall consist of the representatives or proxies of not less than one quarter of the sections entitled to be represented.

18. The Chairperson of the International Council and an alternate shall be elected by the preceding International Council.
The Chairperson or, in his or her absence, the alternate, shall preside at the International Council. In the absence of the
Chairperson and the alternate, the Chairperson of the International Executive Committee or such other person as the
International Executive Committee may appoint shall open the proceedings of the International Council which shall elect
a Chairperson. Thereafter the elected Chairperson, or such other person as the Chairperson may appoint, shall preside at
the International ('ouncil.

INTERNATIONAL EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
a) The International Executive Committee shall consist of the Treasurer, one representative of the staff of the

International Secretariat and seven regular members, who shall be members of AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL
or of a section, or of an affiliated group. The regular members and Treasurer shall be elected by the International
Council by the direct proportional system of election. Not more than one member of any section or affiliated
group or AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL member voluntarily resident in a country may be elected as a regular
member to the Committee, and once such member has received sufficient votes to be elected, any votes cast for
other members of that section, affiliated group or country shall be disregarded.

b) Members of the permanent staff, paid and unpaid, shall have the right to elect one representative among the staff
who has completed not less than two years' service to be a voting member of the International Executive Committee.
Such member shall hold office for one year and shall be eligible for re-election. The method of voting shall be subject
to approval by the International Executive Committee on the proposal of the staff members.

The International Executive Committee shall meet not less than twice a yew at a place to be decided by itself.

Members of the International Executive Committee, other than the representative of the staff, shall hold office for a period
of two years and shall be eligible for re-election for a maximum tenure of three consecutive terms.

The Committee may co-opt not more than two additional members who shall hold office until the close of the next
meeting of the International Council; they shall be eligible to be reco-opted once. Co-opted members shall not have the
right to vote.

In the event of a vacancy occurring on the Committee, other than in respect of the representative of the staff, it may
co-opt a further member to fill the vacancy until the next meeting of the International Council, which shall elect such
members as are necessary to replace retiring members and to fdl the vacancy. In the event of a vacancy occurring on the
Committee in respect of the representative of the staff, the staff shall have the right to elect a successor representative
to fill the unexpired term of office.

If a member of the Committee is unable to attend a meeting, such member may appoint an alternate.

The Committee shall each year appoint one of its members to act as Chairperson.

The Chairperson may, and at the request of the majority of the Committee shall, summon meetings of the Committee.

A quorum shall consist of not less than five members of the Committee or their alternates.

The agenda for meetings of the Committee shall be prepared by the International Secretariat under the direction of
the Chairperson.

The Committee may make regulations for the conduct of the affairs of AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL and for the
procedure to be followed at the International Council.

INTERNATIONAL SECRETARIAT
The International Executive Committee may appoint a Secretary General who shall be responsible under its direction for
the conduct of the affairs of AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL and for the implementation of the decisions of the
International Council.

The Secretary General may, after consultation with the Chairperson of the International Executive Committee, and
subject to confirmation by that Committee, appoint such executive and professional staff as are necessary for the
proper conduct of the affairs of AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL, and may appoint such other staff as are necessary.

In the case of the absence or illness of the Secretary General, or of a vacancy in the post of Secretary General, the
Chairperson of the International Executive Committee shall, after consultation with the members of that Committee,
appoint an Acting Secretary General to act until the next meeting of the Committee.

The Secretary General or Acting Secretary General and such members of the International Secretariat as may appear
to the Chairperson of the International Executive Committee to be necessary shall attend meetings of the International
Council and of the International Executive Committee and may speak thereat but shall not be entitled to vote.



TERMINATION OF MEMBERSHIP
Membership of or affiliation to AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL may be terminated at any time by resignation in

writing.

The International Council may, upon the proposal of the International Executive Committee or of a section, by a three-fourths

majority of the votes cast, deprive a section, an affiliated group or a member of membership of AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL

if in its opinion that section, affiliated group or member does not act within the spirit of the object and methods set out

in Articles I and 2 or does not organize and maintain basic AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL activities or does not observe

any of the provisions of this Statute. Before taking such action, all sections shall be informed and the Secretary General

shall also inform the section, affiliated group or member of the grounds on which it is proposed to deprive it or such

person of membership, and such section, affiliated group or member shall be provided with an opportunity of presenting

its or such member's case to the International Council.
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FINANCE
41 An auditor appointed by the International Council shall annually audit the accounts of AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL,

which shall be prepared by the International Secretariat and presented to the International Executive Committee and

the International Council.

No part of the income or property of AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL shall directly or indirectly be paid or transferred

otherwise than for valuable and sufficient consideration to any of its members by way of dividend, gift, division, bonus

or otherwise howsoever by way of profit.

AMENDMENTS OF STATUTE
The Statute may be amended by the International Council by a majority of not less than two-thirds of the votes cast.

Amendments may be submitted by the International Executive Committee or by a section. Proposed amendments shall

be submitted to the International Secretariat not less than nine months before the International Council meets, and

presentation to the International Council shall be supported in writing by at least five sections. Proposed amendments

shall be communicated by the International Secretariat to all sections and to members of the International Executive

Committee.
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